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Baruch College, CUNY

Lallgie Resigns
As Treasurer

By BARBARA MEISSNER

BIGGER ACTING
TREASURER
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CUNY FACES
$60 MILLION
BUDGET CRISIS
The City University of New York
faces an almost S6.O million budget
crisis, which will affect Baruch very
seriously, according to Joel Segall,
president of Baruch College.
"I think it will affect the college
very seriously indeed, unless the
legislature softens the governor's
budget, " said Segall.

,
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DSSG APPOINTS

Baruch must contend with a portion of this deficit, according to r-------------_~
Segall, "If the budget goes through
as the governor has proposed we
could be in trouble to the extent of
somewhere around 56 million."

EVENING
STUDENTS
FORM
I
TASK
I
I
FORCE

.The burden of the budget crisis
"rill be most reflected in the number
of faculty and staff at each of the
city universities, "If the cut is as
deep as the governor proposes we
will have to non-re-appoint some
people," stated Segall.

The )989-90 State Bxecutive j
Budget will "require layoffs of 885 '
full-time' and SOO' part-time faculty

By TONI COLAVITO

lAssembly.has

and staff," according to a state-.
ment by Joseph S. Murphy,

The E.ve.Ding Sess.i.on S.tudent
formed-a Task Force

ch=:: ~~:u;,by'sstaleJ~~~~"=e~~
ment,

however,

&'SubstantiaJ servi~ provided them at Baruch,

,

Joel Segall, presideat of Baruch.

By E.J. MILLS

The changing of the guard took
in my mind. I wanted to be
place in the Day Session Student
treasurer but the equation just
Government Treasurer's Office,
didn't add up," exnressed Lallgie.
but there was no ceremony, no fanfare .
Financial pressures had claimed
another active student leader.
DSSG President Ainsley Boisson
announced to the Council at. their
'February 2 meeting thitHalen
Lallgie had resigned her office as .
DSSG Treasurer. In a business-asusuaf
~.
. ~Boisson
.'~Cbrl.:;
.'
. .
~..u!lg~
.. , .",."_,.', --~~7.:.:r~k .....
Co'undl to appro~ ~:~~.
meat of MiclJaef Biaer;".a:',geftiot.~
T~

uatH tAe-'

..

-'~-

...' ..

'Qisasftous -'consequences' -on -tltt- aerifoIt1le-ESSA~-ThiSisn8fJpen::'
for a permanent candidate was
education of our students and on ing despite the seeming lack .of
complete,
the city and state that depend heavi- organization on the part of many
At the Council table, no one asklyon an educated citizenry and I evening students, said Dankor.
ed
why and Boisson did not try to
(Continued on Page A3.. Column 4) 1 (Continued on Page A9, Column J)
explain the reason for Lallgie's ~c
.I
tion. An air of understanding
seemed to blanket the issue at the
meeting.
Dutifully, the Council, after first
stumbling over parliamentary particulars, complied with Boisson's
request.
"Financial," according to
Lallgie, was the primary reason why
she resigned from the post she had
won last May in the first "student
election" to occur in years at
Baruch.
By ROLLY HI1TMAN
that course and was willing to pay
Lallgie, who shares an apartment
for it."
with a friend in Manhattan, said
Students could have paid their
that rent, books, and tuition were
tuition at the time they registered,
taxing her finances and "that it was
but may had the option to forgo
really hard when you only get paid
payment until January 12. Those
once a month."
who register in person are expected
Lallgie had received a monthly
to take care of their charges at the
$270. stipend for her services as
time t-hey register, one who cannot
treasurer. All four elected DSSG expay the tuition, can go to the Bursar
ecutives receive monthly stipends of
• and make arrangements to pay part
varying amounts.
of the tuition and be given an extenThe former treasurer also noted
sion, according to McCarthy.
that time was a factor in her deci~ McCarth1' assures that they, (the
sion to resign.
.office of the Registrar and the ofShe said that with being a full5 face of the Bursar), have tried to time student, tutoring for extra
~Jive .students ~ery opportunity to money and managing the office of
~))8Y their tuitkm, Anyone. who has ,the DSSG Treasurer, she had been
zstill not done so by February 10
left with little free time which had
~ wiD be dropped from their COllJSeS. begun "to compromise her health. ,.
"What we're trying to do is to
ulbegan to get sict a tot: One
discouraae people from not makin, day while in the Accounting Unit.
the fmancial commitment th~
Pam Mitchell (the unit's director)
(ConUnwd on Page A 7, Column 3)
said, 'You're sick apin' That stuck
TIIo_ McCIItIty. . . .
I

. . .

REGISTRAR ENFORCES
TUITION PAYMENT
DEADLINE
The office of the Registrar and
the office of the Bursar have joined
together in an effort to minimize
the problem of students who
register for courses and then do not
pay their tuition by the agreed date,
thus closing out courses for those
students who-are willing to pay, according to Senior Registrar,
Thomas P. McCarthy.
McCarth}' commented, "Any
one who comes into registration
and takes a seat in a course and then
walks away and never pays for it, is
actually steaJioa that seat away
from other students. I can't tell you
how many students I had that said
there are 00 Alx 1101 's, there are
no Acc 1202's, there are no Law
1101's and so forth, because every
section was full, but- if students
came in, registered for one of those
courses, and ends up never paying
for it, they're takina that seat away
from a student who reaDy wanted

,

. ,

,L Helen LdIIie. fonner DSSG

Lallgie will continue to tutor and
remain a full-time student. This
semester, however, she will work at
Citibank and leave the daily grind
of room 409 in the Student Center
to Michael Bigger. who she says.
"will do a good job."
Bigger. a Kentucky-born New
Yorker, had been one of three
whom had sought. the office of
treasurer last Spring. However, his
"Bigger is better" campaign placed
him only second against Lallgie's
victory.
But this did not discourage Bigger from joining the DSSG this
September as the appointed vicepresident for legislative affairs.
Johnny Tse, an influential
political activist in the election pro-

(Continued on Page A9. Column J)
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MORE PARTICIPATION -MORE SERVICES

Letters
to Joel Segall

Founded in 1912

Caitlin Mollison
editor-in-chief

Anne E. Schwimmer

In a new spurt of energy, the Evening Session Student Assembly has formed a task
force to look into the deplorable lack of services that evening students receive at Baruch.
Yet there is a consensus in both the administration and the evening student leadership
that the lack of interest and organization on the part of evening students is the reason
why they are not getting enough services. If this is so, then they do not deserve any.
It is understood that evening students who work all day and attend school at night are
overburdened already and do not have a lot of time to spend lobbying for change. But it
is surprising and unacceptable that only five percent of the evening student population
participated in their last student election. This leaves the ESSA in a virtually powerless
position now that it is trying to push the administration into guaranteeing evening
students access to college offices through a more flexible schedule.
Some evening students are demanding that they be given preference over day students
when registering for evening classes. This is a completely reasonable request, but it will
never be acted on if the evening students do not get together and make some noise. A fifty percent turn-out for the next election would be loud enough to spin a few heads and
give the ESSA some manueveirng room. It does not take longer than five minutes to
vote in a student election.
The administration argues that evening students would not make use of later office
hours if they were instituted and that there is no difference between the. treatment of day
and evening students at Baruch. It is up to the evening students now to prove the truth of
this statement by further inaction or to do something to change the situations that they
have been sitting back and moaning about for so long.

.

Barbara A. Meissner
news editor

features editor

In a recent letter to our President,
Ms. Hui, a student, questioned the
college policy of leaving failing
grades on students' records. She
pointed out that foreign students
must struggle to get good grades in
their courses because of their difficulty with the language. She questioned the policy, reasoning that if

Martin Starkey
arts editor

Mickey Kramer

•

i

sports editor

John C. Tse

'"

Dear Ms. Hui
I write in response to your letter
of November 25, 1988 in which you
question our policy of recording
failing grades even after a/ course
has been satisfactorily made up.
The student transcript is a record
of the academic history of a student
at the College. It is the policy of the
City University of New York to
record all courses attempted at any
of its institutions. Grades receives,
no matter what they are, are part of
each student's record. Baruch College does not have the right to'
modify the academic records of its
students by substituting a passing
grade for a failing grade when a
course has been taken over. That
would be like repealing history.
And, although it has an adverse affeet on students, all letter grades,
including F's, are figured into a student's grade point average.

Christopher A. Ward
advertising manager

Nexar R. Cedeno
business manager

Diane Leppek
office manager

Glen J. Spangler

copy editing sta i f

David Jacome
Anthony Saitta

Roslyn Bernstein
consultant

Abdul Qayyum Qureshi

Best wishes on the
birth of your sixth
child, the second son
Mustafa
Qayy u m
Qureshi, born on Feb.
4, 1989, in New York:
May your children
always be a source of

Sincerely,
Joel Segall
President

pride and joyto you.
BUDGET

Ruth Acevedo
Matt Aubry

TICKER
T
S

David Banks
Billy Benefiel

Kenneth E. Brown
Lisa Cermak
Scott Oair
Toni Colal'ito
Robert Cotter
KevinM.~

Robyn E. Henzel
Holly Hittman
~ athaniel Kanner
Georgia Kontos
Rita Leahy
Maria Lill
Jobn Mari21iano
Patrick McKenna
E. J. Mills
Jacqueline Mulhern
Michael Robinson
Irwin Sacks
Steven Scheer
Angela Shankar
Randel Steven Stubbs
Jerry Tan

"In some instances it is a legitimate complaint, but
some' students seem inflexible, it seems they want
things to be handed to them."

Job Fair
On Wednesday Feb. 15 the New
York State Society of Certified
Public Accountants will sponsor a
job fair. It will be Held at Pace
University in the student union
(level B), from 4-7 p.m. Contact
Barbara Symbolik at (212) 973-8355
for more information.

Aids

Tire Ticker .is published bi-weekly, eight

times a serneste r, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 St., Nt:w Yorlc N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY SA
students. All typed and signed contributions and letters are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim Printing Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 si., New York, NY
10010.

-Dean of Students Samuel Johnson
on the evening students' complaints.

Feb. 28
Feb. 22
,
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CONGRATUlATIONS

staff

Quotation of the Fortnight

.'

the course is re-taken and passed,
the old grade should be dropped
from the record since so much effort had been put into the achievement of a passing grade. This, she
said, was especially true in the case
of foreign students who might work
very hard and still fail a course the
first time around.

business page editor

In an effort to alleviate the closed-course syndrome at Baruch, the Registrar's and Bursar's Offices have joined together in what can only be described as a commendable effort
to try to allow more students access to needed classes. The two offices have enforced a
tuition payment. deadline which should open up a number of seats in classes that can be
filled by students serious about a particular course. What occurred in the past was that
students were signing up for classes and then never paying for them, effectively stopping
other students from acquiring these seats.
Unfortunately, this is only a small step towards mitigating the problem of closed
classes, but any other bigger change would be beyond the scope of what the Registrar's
and Bursar's Offices are allowed to do. The larger problem is that there are not enough
course sections offered to meet the needs of the 16,000 plus students that attend the college. The solution to this problem seems to be a simple one: Hire more teachers or accept
fewer students into the school. Due to the $60 million budget crisis, however, the solution
would be impossible to implement.
The Ticker applauds the Registrar's and Bursar's' Offices for this small attempt at
helping out students, but realistically this attempt is futile until the administration
decides to do more to open up course sections. Budget crisis or no budget crisis, the
students of this school still pay tui tion and the administration needs to get its priorities
straight.

,

• >•.

Linda Zuech

THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG

closing date for ad copy:
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The Ticker prints letters to our beloved college president, Joel
Segall, to provide a venue through which students can express their
thoughts and address their questions to Baruch's top guy. We encourage all to write. Also, Mr. Segall is invited to return the courtesy
and write responses back to thesstudents so that they may be printed
in future issue s .

managing editor"

cartoonist

next issue:

,

f

-:

Lecture
.Series
The Baruch College Lecture Services is having three lectures on
understanding AIDS. The first is
called "The HIV Virus and it's cell
biology in the T cell. The lecture
will be held on Feb. 23 from I p.rn.
- 2:30 p.m., 17 Lexington Ave., in
Room 4 South.

.,

.

Prudential
Information
Session
An information session will be
held by Prudential on Feb. 23 in
Room 1350, 360 Park Ave. So.
from 4-6 p.m. All students are
welcome.

Minority
Scholarship
Program
the New York Telephone 1989
Minority Scholarship Program is
being offered to eligible students.
Applicants should' be New York
State residents currently enrolled as
rutt-ttme, second semester
freshmen, which means June 1988
high school graduates. A minimum
G.P.A. of 2.S is required. Contact
Carl Kirschner, assistant dean of
students, at 72S-3347 for more information.

(Continued From Front Page)
work force."
"It will be faculty or substitutes
and support staff where we can
spare them," said Segall. "We
can't spare anybody because we
work on a very tight budget indeed,
but there will have to be some combination. "

Free
Legal
Counseling
The Day Session Student
Government has started a free legal
counseling program. Students with
legal problems can make appointments every Tuesday from 2 to 4
p.m. in Room 4J9, 137 E. 22nd
St. For more information, call
725-3377.

Park Service
Internships
Josepb s. Marpby
Chancellor of CUNY

The Student Conservation
Association will be offering over
I ,<XX> conservation and resource
management volunteer positions
for college students d~ring the summer and fall of 1989. A sampling of
opportunities include: Glacier Bay
National Park, Alaska, Tonto NationalForest, Arizona, Acadia National Park, Maine and Mount
Rainier
National
Park,
Washington. Interested students
should contact Dean S. Klein at
(603) 826-~741 for more information.

"We will have to cut where we
can," stated Segall, "with the lesser
faculty we'll have to offer fewer
sections, fewer classes, and I think
that means we can take fewer
students. "
To decrease the number of
students, admission requirements
can be raised but, stated Segall,
when this is considered it usually
comes under criticism.
The likelihood of compensating
for the crisis by raisinl tuition is
16 r eally quite low" in the short run,
accordina to Sepll.
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D. Baruch Johnstone, chancellor
of the state university, acknowledged ., he had again asked the governor for a tuition increase for state
residents in order to partially offset
the budget cuts being absorbed this
year and those expected next year, "
according to an article which appeared in the New York Times on
Dec. 15. 1988.
"'So many of our students come
from (financially) poor families,"
said Segall, "The use of the Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP) is very
heavy." "If CUNY was to raise tuition by $100 it would generate
about $9 million in nominal
tuition," Segall continues, Uexcept
that would net only about $S
million," because TAP is funded by
state money. "It would be ludicrous
to charge our students $100 extra in
tuition to generate only $55," added Segall.
Segall proposed an early retirement program to help meet the
budget problem. .•We can offer
th ree year credit pension arrangements for early retirement.
That would be attractive to many
people." He continues, "The older
people tend to have higher rank.
They'll be full professors or Higher
Education Officers and they'll be
earning very good salaries, on the
order of $60 thousand, and -if those
people retir-e and are replaced by
assistant professors...who are earning $30, $33, 534 thousand a year,
that's a very big savings, and if we
replace ten retirees with eight new
people the savings are multiple."
,.eWe will be asking for letters
from students to the legislators and
we're hoping for a very good
response;" said Sega11. Despite the
seriousness of the budget crisis utile
college will survive and it will not be
in terrible shape," be, asalded.
.
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WE ARE THE VOICE OF BARUCH COLl.EGE
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ThePrudentaal. ~

212 725-7620
-7622

(St>ECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR BARUCH CLUBS,
OEPARTMENTS s ORGANIZATIONS

• I

I.

I heldout for both~
If you 've been holding out for a job that pays well, but doesn't shortchange you in other ways, you're the kind of person we want to talk to.
The Prudential has a wide range of jobs that will make you eager to
get up in the morning and get to work.
We feel that whenjoa feel that way about your work. personal and
financial success is inevitable.
Direct inquiries to: Manager. College Relations. The Prudential.
17 Prudential Plaza, Newark, ~J 07101. An equal opportunity employer.
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REACHING 18,THOUSAND+
STUDENTS
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The biggest is looking for the best.

ACCOUNTING.
MARKETING

I

PROMOTION
PUBLIC RELA TIONS

I.

AN EVElfllIi OF ElfTEIIT

,

BLACI.HlSTIRY MOITH
FEATURING

MANAGEMENT

AND HAVE "FUN" DOING IT!

,

725-7622

1. SERIOUS BUSINESS CONTEMPORARY

Rm 301 F
STUDENT CENTER

FREEDOM MUSIC

2. AFRIKAN POETRY PLA YERS HEROES & 'HEROINES
PLA Y: .. A BLACK ODYSSEY

3. CHICKEN WINGS - A JAZZ TRIO
I

!

•

- TIME: 6:00pm - IO:OOpm
DATE: FEBRUARY 23, 1989
PLACE: AUDITORIUM

17 LEXINGTON AVE.
0:
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Refreshments lVii' be .served
Sponsored by: B.L.A.C.K. Black History Month Committee
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Anti-Semitic Graffiti
Scrawled On
Baruch, W all

7:30'- 9:45p.m. ~'A taste or rheOrlent" show\vill

be: held .with .performers; '¥jn'Yee'
Chua .LlonDance.: and.Mattial:.itts.··.
group,' ana" fh:eworld·itaveled.

;

". -

Lion Dance/Martial Arts Display,
Auditorium, 17 Lex. Ave.

filipino

".j .:. . . . . .

.~11:38

- 3 p.m,

Dan Cheng, . Chinese-calligrapher
and painter, Student Center Iobby,
137 E. 22nd St.

1:30 - 2:40 p.m,
5:30 - 7:30 p.m,

"Folklo.ric·o" .danc~

.., ,. " ' -". . . .' '.: .
·T.he·
··.~'.M··· •. . . .. :, ~,,~1_ Ch··
. ' .." . ,.,··v..·· '
.
...
· YM.gg,~7'., ,>~:q.g.·· ':~~J.I..
.....- O.'t.1ft
.' e
....•..........,
'

".;.

..

. .. , .

,.,~.

.

Dance/Drum Company.rtheMalay-

sian StudentAssoeiation,'. the" Viet.,·
namese Club and the fndianInternationaf Club :··Will·';-81so ·······~e·. .par-.
ticipating,
~

Asian Food Festival, Alley lounge,
137 E. 22 st.

"

(Continued From Front Page)

.Frid·ay, Feb. 17.
4 - 6 p.m.

Themovie "A Great Wall" will be .
Sh~WI1~ 'Oak .Lounge, 2nd ·.fi9<>r,
Student Center, 137 ·E.·22ndSt.

6 - 8 p.m,

A party which will include food and

music.

SURVEY

I,

,i

I
I

should be making. It's not asking
the student too much to come
prepared to pay the tuition
charges. "

By WILIJAM ST. LOUIS

I

Bursar, Nicholas Yang asserts,
that
the whole registration process
I
is not complete without payment. If
II the registration is not complete, it is
By GEORGIA KONTOS
I invalid. Yang sympathizes with the
i students, "There are a lot of
who have difficulty comII students
.
ing up with the money on the right
On the first day of school there piercing the eye of a Palestinian day. Everyone is facing money prowas graffiti with the words "Shut woman. "If someone was upset blems. I will allow them some time,
Up You Stinking Kikes;" on 17 about what we wrote in the article,
amount of
Lexington Ave. wall.
it would have been possible for the I
y
graffiti to be the reaction," Blits- I
According to The New Com- tein said. He also added that if
~ng 'states that he sent out a
prehensive International Dictionary anyone had a problem with the ~ti r~mInder .last ~emester three or four
of the English Language. '6kike" is cle, they should have expressed it i t1m~ WhICh Informed .the student
slang for Jew. It is a vulgar and of- the same way Hillel expressed their tha~ If he wanted to register f~r the
sp~ng semester, he must pay hIS unfensive term of contempt.
reaction to the exhibit,
paid balance by November 15.
Yang said, "I had to look at
President of Hillel,. Marc Blits$200
000
f
.d
..
According
to
Blitstein,
"We
took
tein, said he didn't know anything
,
0
unpai
tUItIOn.
one
about the graffiti or who wrote it. very much offense to the graffiti. "
and
~e~e~terd that ~ade n;,e real.1zc: I
6'There are three possibilities, ,.. Blitstein said he doesn't know who
a 0 0 somet 109 a out It m
Blitsein said. "One, there was some wrote the graffiti, and will not acorder to make.the student at least
person who figured the wall was cuse anybody of writing .it. If the more respon~Ibl~: because due
means something,
A lot of students have the
misconception
that a deferment of
.
..
tuition is their right, it is however,
the right of the college to decide
whether to give a student a deferment or 'not, according to Yang.;

I

I
I

~~e~~~~n;u~~~~;~?le

I

A semi-formal dinner for faculty
and students, which will include
background music performed by
"Music from China, '~a four
member classical oriental group,
Marble lounge, 2nd floor, 137E:
22nd St.

.

.

.,

thursday, Feb. 16

DSSG CONDUCTS
STUDENT

DEADLINE

The Day Session Student
Government and WBMB recently
sent a survey to Baruch's day session undergraduate students. The
two independently compiled questionnaires were combined into one
survey mailing.
The DSSG survey was organized
by an ad hoc committee of council

Baruch students of the upcoming
increased accessibility of WBMB
(590 am) to all radios in campus
buildings later this semester.
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well as Frederika Watson, DSSG.
I vice-president, and Clair, committee chairperson. According to Clair,
this is the first time a student fun
survey of this size has been undertaken at Baruch.
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. The purpose of the survey IS to
discern the students perception of
services offered at Baruch, the level
I of student involvement in school acI tivities
and programs students
would' like to see. According to
Clair. He added, the survey will be
a valuable asset for planning the
next DSSG administration.
Scott Clair.
The idea for the ossa survey, ._m_em_be_r.
----l
Clair said, "originated a few years
ago but it was never acted out, this
year however the council and
The questions were developed by
Ainsley Boisson, president of the Lopez, Schmidt, and Capers with
.DsSG, decided to go through with the assistance of Mark Spergel,
~ student receives a deferment if
it."
assistant director of evening and
he or she has financial difficulty,
The questions were developed by graduate student services. Kirschner
stated Yang, "I'm only willing 'fo the ad hoc committee. According to also helped to develop ~BMB's
help. those who: help themselves at I Clair, members of council, Boisson survey as well as the DSSG s.
According to Lopez, this is the
least half way. If a student has a and Carl Kirschner assistant dean
history of late pa~ents, I'm just , of students, also ' helped in the first survey maili~g co~ducted by
-.., _
_ _ ..
.goIRg-t() ~~-tllel~-f.urthef defer- i 'Survey fonnation process.
~BMB•. Thefindings will be ascer...
ment. This IS a business schoo~, I
According to Oair, the findings tained ~~y.
expect the student to be responsible from the survey will be inputed into
Clair said, the cost of
a computer program currently be- mailing the s~r:c:y is $2,643 ($2,348
developed by Baruch students first class mailing, $27:"i envelopes,
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 itingwill
then be printed and analyzed: $20 delivery). The cost will be divid'.~)I{J·l·$j
~. ~
~.'
According to Clair, matching "who ed equally between the DSSG and
r----------=:.:;.;;:.:::::.::.:==::::=:::::=:::==============-------~
with what" is a goal for the survey. WBMB.
The graffiti as it is being removed from the front of 17 Lexington Ave.
The WBMB survey is being
Clair also stated, as of February
organized and headed by Craig 7, 1400 of the 9,392 surveys
Lopez, general manager, Holly have been returned. Clair and
nice enough to put graffiti on, two,
graffiti was the reaction to the artiSchmidt, and David Capers. Accor- Lopez would like to see all of the
it could have been provoked by the
cle, then he feels there's a problem.
ding to Lopez, WBMB has been surveys returned, "If you don't
name of the school. The school is
considering conducting a survey want to mail it you can deposit ill
"Every
minority
everywhere
is
named after a famous Jewish finanbefore. Lopez said, this year any of the DSSG's suggestion
going
to
be
picked
on
sooner
or
cier, statesman. Another is that
WBMB saw the survey as being the boxes, located in the lobbies of each
later. You go into a bathroom and ls
it could have been somebody conperfect opportunity to receive stu- building on campus," emphasized
you find about everybody. It's
nected with the school."
dent input as well ac; to inform Clair.
nothing unusual to find some stupid
In the issue of the January 30,
person writing something down,
1989
Ticker,
there is a letter
whether it be about Blacks, or
evening service offices closed too
from Hillel, responding to an art
Chinese people or Hispanic people.
early.
exhibit last semester, which was
And you know people find words to
Johnson said, "In some instances
.--.-use offensively against every
= it is a legitimate complaint but some
minority group," said Blitstein , he r--------------.::.:=-=--1
Daniel Kaufma., associate
~ students seem inflexible, it seems
added that, "As far as real bigotry tor/campus operadoDS
~ they want things to be handed to
against Jews is concerned, I really
:Ie
them."
:>
don't think that it exists to any
~
According to Connelly, students
i and pay on the due date."
signficant extent in the school."
~ do not stay on campus once their
I
The office of the Bursar is trying
i
~
classes are over and claims that it
Daniel G. Kaufman, associate! to make the financial end of the
: did not make any sense to have ofdirector/campus operation cam- registration process an on-line profices open late in the evening when
pus planning and facilities, said he cedure, "When that comes up,"
no students were showing up.
.....
doesn't recall the actual date of the concluded Yang, "It will make the
Samuel .Johnson, dean of studats.
"Students by and large do not
'C",'·':p~:--., ': i ~ incident. uWe have a policy. We try whole process cleaner and better.
come
back after their classes. I have
Then we will be able to drop the stuDankor said that the ESSA has
been with the college for 10 years,
'$:P...f'·':~'» ~a~t~~::;::t:yaf~:i ~at;~~nn~~~ dent in a very short period of time.
up
an
in-house
Task
Force
set
our
experience has been that when
We are constantly monitoring. We
. ' \ , : :> day," he said.
.. <.....:~:',~~. ~
.
know who they are if they didn't which is locking at the ratio of we were open past 7 o'clock, there
evening classes offered versus those
was no business," Connelly said.
i .Graffiti is removed by a spot pay. "
offered during the day.
The students are not organized
In the future, McCarthy explain~ remover, according to Kaufmann,
The Task Force was formed in
behind this issue, accor;,ding to
9s
JII Ult
not the greatest, and it leaves ed, ccWe're still working our way response to a letter sent to Dean of Dankor and Dawn George, an eventhrough the process. We have not Students Dr. Samuel Johnson,
ing student. UI feel that the students
t--------------~ residue."
put everything into concrete. We're Associate Provost Carl Rollyson
are not doing enough. The voices of
M.-c ....... prcsidellt 01 HDIeI.
He doubts very much that the working at seeing what the rate of and Dean of the School of Business
a dozen are better than one," said
graffiti was written by anyone at- non-payment is, how many ,leOple and Public Administration, Francis George. Danker said, "There's a
displayed in the first floor of the tending Baruch, and does not know are involved in it, and what will J. Connelly as well as the ESSA,
lack of involvement by students in
24th street building. One painting in of any incidents pertaining to racial happen when students realize that listing grievances from some 20 general. "
we're serious about it."
particular was of a Jewish star discrimination.. ~
students among which were that (Continued on pqe ,49, Column J)
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Symposium: Careers in Finance
February 16, 1989
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Room 1200 I 360 PAS

Funded by the Baruch Quality of Life Fund.

Business attire recommended.

Patricia Logan
Superintendent,
Bond Department

Aetna Casualty & Surety

Patricia Olms·lead .

--~

Drexel Burnham Lambert

Con Edison

The Baruch College
English Department

prize-winning journalist, visiting professor,
and author of City for Sale
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present
Jack Newfield

speaking on

U.S. Treasuy
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Then the IRS is looking for you!
Receive o'!-the-job professional training in Accounting,
Computer Science. Human Resources. s Management
positions. A job can be waiting for you when you gradlJate!
For further information clip and mail the coupon below to:
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Ptlilip Morris Business Journalism
Lecture Series
and
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Vice President,
Assistant to the Chief
Financial Officer
John Ventura
General Manager,
Manhattan Division
Administration

I
I

Thursday, February 16, 1989

1:00 p.m, - 2:40 p.m.
"

Baruch College / CUNY
Administrative Center Lounge
135 Ea~t 22 Street
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12 CLUBS SPONSOR E
DU
GASEK
By GLEN J. SPANGLER

Members of Baruch's 12 Asian
cultural clubs are preparing a variety of events for Thursday, Feb. 16
and Friday, Feb. 17.
The program, designed to give students an
opportunity to sample Asian
culture, is being called Asian Week.
Among the featured events are
several professional and amateur
performances, a film, an "Asian
Food Festival," and a semi formal
dinner and party.
The Day Session Student
Government has allocated a total of
$6,775.15 for Asian Week, pending
Dean of Students, Ronald Aaron
•

Lecture 1

Teel

The HIV~Virus andltS>,,¢eB?lto_tt!;~

Speaker: Laura ~00g'
.
AIDS Training Institute, New York City
Department of Health
February '23,"1989'J~ 1'~:OO 'p~rn. ~·2:30·p.m·~·
17 lexington Avenue 14 SOUth
TopiCs;~;.slide diSCf)~jon' of viral structure, T cell' .
recognition by the· virus, uptake, replication, assembly into
blood derived fluids like semen should not be exchanged.

The Clinical Picture. of HIV Infection
Speaker: Gloria Taylor
RN, St. Clair's Hospital
March 2, 1989, 1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
17 LexiQgton Avenue / 4 South
Topic: the immune system functions and the clinical
symptoms of an immune' system breakdown.

.
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(Continued From Front Page)
cess last May, believed this to be
key to Bigger's selection this
February as Lallgie's replacement.
"His continued interest and
demonstrated dedication to student
government after the election was
wily he was chosen...Mike is also
the best qualified and most competent in the government for the
job," remarked Tse.
Bigger, carrying a thirteen-credit
load this semester and no outside
job, plans to complete the computerization of the treasurer's office this spring with the assistance
of council-member Dwight
McDonald.
"He (McDonald) is familiar with
Lotus and is already designing a
program to handle appeals," said
Bigger.
Bigger also remark-ed -that -he wiU
be more available to dubs during
tile day than his predecessor had
been.
UI feel that the treasurer for the
day session should be around more
during the dayv Helen 's (Lallgie)
schedule was more at night," commented Bigger.

STUDENTS

(Continued from Page A 7)
The grievances in the students'
letter, sent at the end of last
semester, were as follows:

"-

Lecture 3

Treatment
Speaker: David Winters
MPH, Gay Men's Health Crisis
March 9, 1989, 1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
17 Lexington Avenue / 4 South
Topics: helping a person who tests positive for HIV; gener~1
personal health; available drugs, their function, and
relationship to cell biology discussed in Lecture 1.
Refreshments will be served.
Sponsored by the Baruch Co/legtjJ Fund Quality of llte Program
Coordinated by Professor Ed Tucker, DepartmentofNatural Sciences

Spring 1989 Lecture Series/Baruch

-a..

LALLGIE

new-virat:partides;_·infectiorr~···-"..
~rrv::rr--n::lttC:"

Lecture 2

must approve all events costing their officers are newly elected and
.
.
. d ali
over $500, according to Wilson h ave IittIe experience
In e
ng WIth
Shum, ossa finance committee
chairperson. "This is not something ~~;~~eS~i:~eei~, ~IP~fl ~.
that j ust comes about with money, "
Charissa K wan of the Asian
said Shum. There is also, he said, a Students' Association and Gloria
great deal of hard work involved. In Chan, Sam Ahh and Alfreo, Mah
addition, club members will have to of the Chinese Students Associa- ..
pay many of the expenses tion. There are several loosely
themselves, which will be reimburs- organized and overlapping commited later.
tees in charge of various aspects of
Shum said he is acting in an unof- Asian Week, according to Mah.
ficial capacity as a "secretary" for
The 12 Asian clubs which are
the cluhs involved because rnanv of expected to participate are the

following: Asian Students' Association, Chinese Christian Fellowship,
Chinese Cultural Cub, Chinese
Students' Association, Club India,
Filipino Club, Hong Kong Students
~J.d:.
Association, Indian International
~~*~:;::':::~::~:~:~~k
WJ?"');VF( ,
Club, Korean Students Association,
Korean Christian Club, Malaysian
~ Students Association, and the Viet: namese Students Association..
~
February is also Black History
:> Month, but Wilson Shum does not
§ believe there are any major conflicts
~ between the two schedules. Both
~ programs, said Shum, provide op:;:II:l port unities for Baruch students to
"learn about themselves and each
n Sham, DSSG finance committee
other. Not to take advantage of
bairman.
them would be a great loss."

College/C~~·Y

- No counseling for evening
students during evening hours
and evening students must
make appointments in person
at Curricular Guidance.
- No tutoring services for
courses in tile 3(x)()-9<X)() range.
- Insufficient course sections
available to evening students
- Day students are given
preference to evening students
when it comes to night courses.
- Lack of administrative services
for evening students.
Connelly responded in a similar
letter to the students by saying that
all major student services at Baruch
maintain regular evening hours, it is
not necessary to make an appointment to see a Curricular Information Specialist unless a student's
academic records were needed,
students enrolled in upper division
and graduate courses are less in
need of tutorial services, and the
college does not admit students as
day or evening, students register in
order of credits. earned.
. Carol Robbins, director of Evening and Graduate Student Services,
said that the evening students and
the administration should meet to
discuss this issue but said, "It's
hard to get evening students and the
administration together since the
administration leaves at So' clock. "

HIGH STARTING SALAR'''. FASTER
ADVANCEMENT BETTER BENEFITS.
JUST SOME OF THE REASONS

'VI

WHY SO MANY

COLLEGE GRADS

,~~NOW-BECOMING

.. t _ · .......

e'

Sou .caus.eeil.happeniflg ~n. '.

virtually every college campus in

·M'ore~atld'n1Ore·colte#··~ate·

_.--

forsaking the lure of corporate
.•'three-piece-suit' careers in
favor of NYPD •'blues."
The reasons for this transition
in career thinking are both
economic and social.

UNLIMITED OPTIONS
TO SPECIALIZE .

While all new police officers are
required to stan their careers on
patrol. the size: and diversity of
the NYPD allows police officers
a broad base of career specialty
options. These include: Investigation; Community Affairs.
Computer Technology; Training;
Forensic Sciences: Legal work;

HIGH STARTING SALARIES

more college st udents is the flexibility that passing the exam offers.
Once a student has passed the exam
and qualifies to enter the Police
Academy, he or she has up to .:,
years to decide to join the force.
This permits most college students
to complete their degrees before
they have to make a final decision
regarding law enforcement

AND FASTER. ADVANCEMENT
New Yor~ City Police Officers earn
128,739 to start. And that figure
climbs to 544,879 after only '5
COLLEGE CREDIT AND
Phorography ~ Youth work; Public
years. Couple that with t~ proSCHOLARSHIPS FOR COM.lnformation. and many other fields.
motional opportunity to Detective,
PLETING POLICE ACADEMY
based on merit and performance,
TRAINING
EUGIBILITY FOR THE POLICE
or to Sergeant, Lieutenant and
EXAMINATION ..
College students and graduates
Captain, obtained through comwho decide to pursue a NYPD
With 80% of a Police Officer's time:
petitive written exams, and you
.
career
arc offered tilt: additional
devoted to non-criminal activities,
'arrive at a-fast-track career path
I
h
'-~
.
.
incentive of earning 2M college
rhat few corporations can match. I you ave to IJ\:" a-carmg.vservrce- ,. credits for t he successful comple., oriented. cornmunitv-rninded inAdditionaUy, since promotion to
tion of their '5 Vol month Police:
sergeant, Lieutenant and Captain j dividual to get the most out of a
Academy
(raining.
! career with the New York Citv
also require the successful comj Police Departments,
Once on the force, the NYPD
pletion of two, three and four
offers a number of advanced
To qualify to take the next
years of college study respectively.
education
scholarships each year.:
officers who have already com- . I Police Exam on May 20th 1989.
to permit deserving officers of all
pleted their degree have a compe- I you must be a U.S. Citizen,
ranks,
to purse their Master's,
possess
a
High
School
diploma
or
titive advantage when it comes to
Doctorate
or Law degrees.
moving up the promotional ladder. ! G.E.D, have. or be able to obtain
! a valid NYS drivers license. have
POLICE EXAM MAY 20TH,
LIBERAL BENEFITS ENSURE
i a clean police record (DO felony , NEXT
1989. MARCH 10m DEADLINE
'SUPERIOR QUALITY-OF-LIFE
I convictions). and be: between the
FOR APPLICATIONS
In the area of benefits, the NYPp , ages of 16 J/! and 29.Jf youservCollege
students interested in
clearly offers much more than
ed on active duty in the military,
t2king this year's Pollee Exam
corporate employers as well.
you can deduct up to 4 years seron
May 20th must m~ their
l\venty 'paid vacation days to
vice from your age, thas extenapplications before March 10,
start (27 after 5 years), 11 paid
"I ding eligibility to a maximum age
1989. Applications are
holidays, a choice of fully paid
I of33.
aw.ibblc at localprecinc~or
Medical and DentaJprograms,
by mail. Write: N.Y.~D.
unlimited sick leave with full pay 1 PASSING THE EXAM
t GUARANTEES A POLICECAREER
RecndunentSecdoo,280
and optional retirement after 20
!
FOR4YEAKS
Broad,vay, ~II:' 100, New
years at one-half salary are just
York, NY 10007-1809; or call;
some of the incentives attracting
Another major reason why the
(212) R-E-C-R-U-I..T (732-7848)
NYPD Exam is attracting so many
today's college grad.
e

I .

I

I
i·
I

I

NYPD CADET CORPS OFFERS OVEll '6,000 INCENTIVE TO COLLEGEJUNIORS
To those students who have <!ecided to pursue a career in Law Enforcement by their junior year, the NYPD's Cadet
Corps offer over 56.000 toward their senior year costs.
, Once accepted by the Police Cadet COIpS, the students is expected to take the next police officer's entrance C'X2I11.
After passiflgthe CX2IIl and completing his or her college education, the cadet is eligible to join the next class entering dtePoiftAeademy.
Com~ informabon 4Ibout the NY PO Cadet Coeps is awiJabic throu8b the Placement OffICe, or you can write
to: N_Y.~D. R.ec:ruitmeat Scc:don, Z80 Broadw2y, Room 100, New YOI'k,NY 1000"'-1807. Or if yea prditt; call:
liZ) R-E-e-.-U~J:T(73"Z-7848l
.
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FREE LEGAL
SERVICE LAWYER
COUNCILSSTUDENTS

A CONTEST
TO COMMEMORATE 1789

By ER..'1EST KOFI CONDUAH

On Oct. 20, 1988, the Day
, Session Student Government retained the services of James L.

Sponsored by the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Nineteen eighty-nine is the bicentennial of the founding of the United States Constitutional
government and of the French Revolution. Two centuries ago in North America, a
republic was established that would evolve into a powerful, democratic state whose example
and actions would shape the history of the world. In France, efforts to reform the monarchy
were quickly transformed into a popular revolution that would change the map of Europe
and the character of its governments. Together, these events unleashed forces for reform
and revolution that affect everyone in the world today.

Castagna, ESQ. to provide the student body with free legal consultations.
According to the terms of the ed that the legal services would procontract, he is to maintain office' ve to be very valuable to most
students.
hours 01'1 Tuesdays between 2 and 4
"Most of the cases are about imp.m., except on holidays, and counmigration, landlord-tenant conflicts
cil students on any legal problems
they might have.
and trafie violations. I also get

j
)

I

The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Baruch College is commemorating the
bicentennial of 1789 through a wide range of activities, including lectures,' dance, films, art
exhibits, classroom projects, and a student contest.

!

I
~

PRIZES:

1st Prize

$500

2nd Prize

$300

3rd Prize

$200

1,

,

CONTEST RULES
1. ENTRIES: Essays, research papers, works of fiction, poems, review articles, or artistic
productions in any medium completed during the 1988-89 academic year. Work may be
assigned in class or created independently.

was a good idea. One student saio
her sister was being prevented from
taking home her baby due to a
hospital regulation. "I want to do
something to help her, but I don't
know her legal rights under the law
in this situation," she said and add-

~

~

Castagna will also be paid for
another unscheduled hour per week
to perform or agencies to properly
or to make contacts with individuals or agencies to properly
advise st udents. If time permits, he
will also consult with members of
the student government who
prepare articles on legal topics for
the Baruch College weekly
newspaper and to prepare legal
seminars for the students.
The lawyer must account for this
third hour per week to 'the DSSG
for approval of r vyment and shall
be paid ev Lt y fortnight at a <ix-hour
rate of 5378.00.
The purpose of this service is to
advise students on t he alternatives
,'lilable to them within the legal
.tern, and those services more in.rrnal, outside the legal system.
.owever , Castagna will not be giv'g any specific legal advice,
here r- :C an AUorney ·rh;', ge will not apply.

negotiated a small claims settlement
for a student. There was no court
involved, I just acted as a
mediator.' ,
Of the students who have used
the service some have taken law
classes and have some idea as to
their rights, others have no idea."
Castagna said he became interested in performing the legal service because I was a professor here
and some students requested that I
perform this service and I agreed..;
I am interested in helping students
protect their legal rights."
"Students can come in and ask
questions about their legal rights.'
For example, disabled students can
come and ask about their general
rights under the law. You don't
have to be in trouble with the law to
come in,", added Castagna.

.

client

rhe attorney client privile ge

I.

I-

~.

,-

employment discrimination and
divorce cases," said Castagna.
But the most frequently seen
cases deal with "conflicts between
boyfriends and girlfriends and'
family disagreements. The students
who come to me are usually not in a
financial position to use an attorney
or they may be involved in a minor
violation that does not require the
use of an attorney. Others just have
general questions about the law."
Castagna said he has also "received
about one or two criminal cases."
A student who had ~ me questions concerning a conflict that
arose from the sale of concert
tickets, was his most unusual case,
stated Castagna.
"Two students wanted to incorporate and they retained my services," after the free counseling, I-=====::::'~----------l

.ioes not attach, but if questioned in
court· we would· say {flat it ' i , -

u n s eli n g reI at ion s hip a.: .:
therefore confidential. We W0:·'.1
argue to protect this right," stated
Castagna.
"I do not represent the student or
give any specific legal advice. the attorney /client priviledge does not
technically apply. however, I would
assert this priviedge. I think the
courts would
nderst and ;" said
Castagna.
After recei- g free counseling,
you may reta.n Castagna to represent you at y .: r own en.;', but you
are not 0 bligated to do so.
According to Michael Bigger, the
treasurer of DSSG, the service was
very successful last semester. Extra .
hours are being added to prevent
the congestion that occured last
semester, and Bigger adds that they
received complaints about the
former lawyer in charge of the service, they then hired Castagna
because "We felt he is well
qualified for the job."
Castagna was an assistant professor of law at Baruch College
from September of 1985 to January
of 1988. He graduated summa cum
laude from the New York University . School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and received his M.A. in
sociology from NYU Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences. In
1979, he passed through the NYU
School of Law in the top one-third
of ·hi~ class. He is also engaged in
private practice and once tan a
juvenile rights clinic in addition to
interests.
A random sample of students
revealed that either they did not
know of the legal services or had
, never used them. Students also said
they had a few legal questions that
they would like answered and
agreed that having the legal service
C0

2. THEMES: Include but are not limited to: (1) the actual events of the French
Revolution or the early years of the U.S.A.; (2) the direct effect on other countries, on
patterns of government, or on movements for liberation (for example, the independence
movements in South America, Africa, and Asia, the termination of the slave trade); (3)
ideas and issues generated by the events of 1789 (for example, the conflict between
individual liberty and social responsibility, the tension between political equality and
economic inequality); (4) twentieth-century movements for human rights (for example, the
action taken by blacks, women, and migrant workers in this country); (5) themes of
revolution and/or institution building applied to any subject matter (for example, revolutionary changes in biology; the break with romanticism in music, art, or literature).
3. ELIGIBILI1Y: Undergraduate degree-candidates enrolled in the College during the
Spring of 1989.
4. HOW TO ENTER: Faculty members are encouraged to make assignments related to
the commemoration of 1789. Instructors may submit outstanding student work qR
students may submit their work directly. Entries should be submitted to Faculty Committee for the Commemoration of 1789 c/o Dean Norman Fainstein, School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, Box 302, 17 Lexington Avenue. Contestants' names should not appear
on submissions. An index card listing the entrant's name, address, and phone number
should accompany each entry.
5. DEADLINE: April 15, 1989. Awards will be presented at a luncheon on May 9, 1989.
Entries will be returned to their authors/artists after the awards luncheon on May 9.
Contestants may pick up their submissions in the Dean's Office, Room 1621, 17 Lexington
Avenue.' The 'College reserves the right to publish finalists' entries in a 1789 commemoration anthology.
6. QUESTIONS: Call Dr. Susan Locke, Associate Dean, at 725-3360.
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Employee Benefits on the Rise. • • •

February 14,. 1989

By JOHN TSE
The needs of the employees coninue to grow as society continues to
zrow more complex. Today's
employers provide the employee
iumerous benefits through their
-mployee benefit plans. The
-rnployee benefits differ depending
on the industry and the company
hat is providing the benefits. The
.ollowing benefits are currently be.ng provided to employees under
.heir employee benefit plans: pensions, life insurance, deferred compensation, cash benefits, profitsharing of the company's success,
.ision care, membership in health
.naintenance organizations, flexible
compensation, financial planning,
legal services, child care, survivors'
benefits, . medicaid, medicare,
health insurance, dental insurance
and a choice on which benefits they
want as an employee of the company. The Fortune 1000 Industrial
Corporations provide their
employees these following benefits:

the changes and expansions are due
to technological advancements and
social changes that are occurring in
our society today andin the future.
The employers will face many problems as the needs of their
employees continue to grow. All
employers will have to reevaluate
their current employee benefit plans
and chart out for the future needs
and costs of the new needs of their
employees. The employers will have
to look at their own employee
benefit plans and those of fellow industrial companies to compare and
learn how to cut the costs of these
future programs and still have them
for their employees. "Some of the
likely changes over the next decade
include: finding tools to sort complex issues and priorities through -a
rational planning process, choice of
benefits left to the employees,
recognition of job security as an
employee concern, building an
employer/employee partnership to

during World War II and the
Korean Conflict helped in the creation and maintenance of the indirect wage compensation to the
employees. During those times, the

"The dynamic changes
that are affecting the
United States are also
helping bring change
about in the employee
benefit plans.
government policy encouraged the
companies of the United States to
treat their employees better through
the establishment of employee
benefit plans which the corporate
contribution to those plans were tax
deductible and beneficial to the corporations themselves. The labor
unions have played an important
part in the establishment of many

Industrial CompanieS' EmPloyee Benefits
"Basic" group hospital, surgical and regular medical . ~ . ~
95 percent
Group major medical .. _
'
_
99 percent
Group....term lifeinsurance .
.- '
'
~' . .- .. ; _ ~-93-'~'5'pereentPension plan
_
_.'.. 93.5 percent
Prescription drugs _
_
_
63 percent
Short-term disabilirv income
~82 percent
Long-teem disabiliry income
8S percent
Group travel ?c::iJenr
'
72..5 percent
Group accidental death and dismemberment
60 percent
·Compmiyst(ic£puicnaS~·:·:-_:_::::-~~_::·:-__:_.-:-::·~:·:-.~."~-::~~~~'-·~.,~~;~~:--. _~~r~~.!!.!·~_..__ .z:
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The Fortune 1000 Industrial Corporations of the United States also
provided the following benefits
with less than 35 percent participation of the Fortune 1000: group
whale life insurance, vision care
group dental. profit-sharing, thrift

meet common goals, providing for
meaningful lifelong education by
encouraging and financing such
education, assisting employees with
homeownership,
assisting
employees to get through the problems of divorce, offering a greater

C'Employee benefit
payments as a percentage of payroll has
grown over the years. "

employee benefits through their
participation in the efforts of the
Korean Conflict and World War II.
The dynamic changes that are affecting the United States is also
helping bring change about in the
employee benefit plans. These
dynamic changes include increased
competition as the world grows
closer to a true world economy and
the advancement of technology in
all fields including manufacturing.
These dynamic changes have led
employees to seek reduction by the
employers to make them useful with
new technology such as robotics.
The changing roles of parents will
be
a major factor today and for
variety of work and retirement opmany years to come. More and
tions and gradually reversing the
more, the family has two breadwinpresent trend toward early retireners and this leads to the need for
ment (making gradual retirement
child care for those families. Cleanpossible through new work
ing services will also be needed it
options, " says Salisbury.
members of those households both
The growing nature of employee work extensive hours. Marriages are
benefit plans is still here. Employee
on the decline. Couples are not
benefit payments as a percentage of marrying as often anymore and
payroll has grown over the years. In
they are slow in the creation of
1961, the percentage of benefit
families. Unwed couples are inpayments as a percentage of payroll
creasing in number in the United
was 25.5 percent. Twenty years
States. Their needs will be different
later in 1981, the figure has grown
than that of married couples with
to 41.2. Benefits have increased 62
children. Because of the dual workpercent from the 1961 figures.
Employee benefit payments per
"There are. already
year per employee has grown from
$1,401 in 1961 to $8,160 in 1981.
many unique employee

personnel and keep the employees
from going to other firms with better employee benefits. The tax laws
continue to be very favorable to
employee benefit plans. The tax
laws still allow the companies to
deduct the cost of providing these
employee benefit plans. Many of

In conclusion, the employee
benefit plans are growing with time.
It has changed tremendously from
the profit-sharing plan of Albert
Gallatin in 1794. Employee benefit
plans have been helped by the shortage of labor and the need of steady
labor during the times of World
War II. The control of direct wages

Coverage under the benefit plans
continue to grow. Benefits continue
to expand for the employees. Many
companies have to offer employee
benefits to improve the quality of

••

benefits provided to
emp I oyees... "
ing couple, the need for selective
employee benefits will grow in importance. Since both' members of
the family are working, there will be
certain benefits that will not be

Fighter for Madonna,
Morgenthau. and
Mostly Mother Earth
Leonerd Marks

The need of the employee
benefits' continued to grow as society and the world become more complex by the advancement of
technology.
SOURCES
Rosenbloom, Jerry S.• ed. The Handbook of
Employee Benefits.
Homewood: Dow Jones-Irwin. 1984·
Rosenbloom, Jerry S. and G. Vietor Hallman.
Employee Benefit Planning. Englewood
Qiffs: Prentice-Hall. 1986.

'There are already many unique
employee benefits provided to
employees now, such as health spa
memberships, cafeterias, memberships in country clubs, membership
in trade organizations for their
employees and· even companysubsidized travel service in the com-

Salisbury, Dallas L. ed. America in Transi-

By KENNETH E. BROWN

tion: /;"plications for Employee Benefits.
Washington: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1982.

In his commencement address to
Baruch's January 1989 graduates,
Leonard Marks shared his belief
that a new "accounting" should be
taught at the college. In a Monday
afternoon interview, he shares the
ideals behind the address and tells
about the man who graduated from
Baruch not so long ago, but now is
an increasingly louder voice in a
campaign to save the planet.
"My parents wanted to make
'Depression-proof'," says attorney
and CCNY alumnus Marks. "They
felt an accounting degree plus law
school would allow me to always
get work as a tax lawyer." This is
how Marks explains his two years at

Wistert, Francis M. Fringe Benefits. New
York: Reinhold, 1959.

What's Up Investors!
semesters in the field of j n vesting.
The lectures will be condueted by
many members of the investment
and financial field. Michael J. Bigger, the Investment Club's treasurer
contimres to moe up in the world of
finance. Bigger has been appointed
acting treasurer of the Day Session
Student Government. The Investment Club witt be losing its
of the Investment Club talked
about the past investments of the treasurer to the student governclub. In January, one of the ment, but is proud of the fact that
he served .....ell for the club. The
member of the club made 175070 on
hisinyestmentin W~~!fl~g_. It wasa Executive Board of the Investment
initial public offering underwritten Club announced that the' club win
by PB Jameson, investment banker. - be holding a meeting to elect a new
treasurer. The Investment Club will
The Investment Club's officers be making announcement of its
stated that the club will be sponsor- future meetings and events on the
ing many lectures during this
bulletin in the Student Center.

The Investment Club held its rust
meeting last Thursday, February 9.
The president of the Investment
Club discussed the ways to select
brokers for the members to use in
their investments. The president
stressed that all investors should
know how their brokers think and
know their honesty. The executives

Leonard Mark! giving lhe commencement address al Baruch first winter ceremony.
~

of Business as an accounting major.
He
that ~~~:""
t
. 'found
!liJiln'''and'
i..
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WINTER COMMENCEMENT

•

Q

REACHING
18 THOUSAND+
STUDENTS

Why were there hundreds
• of people milling around
the 23rd Street Building in caps and
gowns on a day in early February?
On Sunday, February 5,
• 1989 Baruch College held
its first Winter Graduation
Ceremony. 969 degrees were awarded to the Class of Febriiary 1989
and approximately 294 students attended the ceremony.
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WE ARE THE VOICE Of BARUCH COLLEGE

we going to stop the planet from
destroying itself?" asks Marks
"The planet is ou fire."
Marks' passion for this cause is
on fire also. Tlle Bronx-born 47
year-old is president of the New
York Alliance for Nuclear Arms
Control. This group has been a
leader in trying to stimulate public
opinion against the U.S. Navy's
plans for a naval horneport on
•••••••••••••••• _ •••••••

"How are we
going to stop

the planet from

~~~~~M.~h~~

By LINDA ZUECH

"Coverage under the
benefit plans continue to
grow. "
and saving program, group
automobile msu r anc e , group
homeowner's insurance, group
legal and personal financial planning. These figures were drawn from
a survey done by Fortune Market
Research in 1975.

pany.

needed· by one of the family
members because there is no need
for the duplication of coverage.
More and more firms are
establishing retraining departments
to return their employees for new
technology. Other firms are
establishing outplacement offices to
help their employees find jobs at
other firms if their services are no
lonier required at their current
firm.

Page 81

BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY

President Joel Segall presided
over the ceremony. The festivities
began as Professor George R. Hill
played the processional march and
the candidates for graduation
entered the auditorium. The
presidential party then followed
and took their places on the stage.
Karen Krieger, a soprano, led the
assembly in the Star Spangled Bannero Segall then introduced the
distinguished professors of the college followed by the rest of the
presidential party.

completed and what it prepared
them for, as well as some of the
responsibilities it carried. "Our
training prepares us for the fight,
not necessarily victory." She went
on to talk about how there were
many problems in the world today
and how the candidates for graduation were the most prepared people
to deal with these problems by virtue of their education.
She said college education
teaches a person how to think,

"It permits us to

consider things
unknown, to
make light out of
darkness. "
': . . t .......
.
~

.

,"

~

to

t

Segall revealed the identity of a ~ which distinguisnes education from
simple training. ~'It permits us to
mystery party member, Kay Foster,
a candidate for graduation. Foster consider things unknown, to make
light out of darkness." .
was chosen to speak as the represenFoster also said the graduates
tative oj the candidates for her
must not assign responsibility for
academic excellence as well as her
things like justice, social problems
. involvement in extracumcular acand
ethical standards solely to
tivities.
members of the legal profession,
politicians or religeous leaders. She
Greedngs on Behalf of tbe
said everyone must take responGraduates
sibility for these things, especially
the
graduates who were about to
Kay Foster
leave Baruch. Foster closed her
Foster spoke about the college remarks by wishing all the
education the candidates had just graduates good fortune.
<.

Segall then introduced the next
speaker, Leonard Marks of the
Class of 1962. Marks went to Yale
Law School following graduation
from Baruch College, which was
then not a separate senior college.
He worked as an assistant U.S. attorney in the Southern District of
New York. He prosecuted cases on
Swiss banking fraud. He now works
in entertainment law representing
clients such as Madonna, and Paul
McCartney. He also works in many
public service areas such as being an
advocate of the homeless, promoting environmental responsibility and suing to prevent nuclear
weapons from being placed in New
York Harbor. (See Profile on
Maries in Features.I
Commencement Ack1res8
Leonard Marks

Marks began by remembering
how he had survived Cost Accounting to be able to sit where these
graduates were sitting 25 years 88 0 •
He said he would talk about the major change the candidates were
about to make and the choices that
went along with it. However, since
the candidates had worked so hard
to get to this point, he felt they
should not have to listen to a long
address. He quoted Zsa Zsa
Gabor's remark to her eighth husband, "I don't intend to keep you
long. "
Marks told a story of Oliver
Wendall Holmes! a famous United

See "Graduatioll U on Page B5

1962.
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Loolcing out at his dear view ~f
the Empire State Building from hIS
eamer oUice at 41 MadisOD-AYe~
MaFks ~ about Yale Law
School, and the time he almost quit.
"I had interned with (John) Lind-.
say [Mayor of New York City from
1965 to 1973] wen he was a congressman, so I went to see him in
Washington for advice," he says.

e

.In VO

destroy,.ng

,

wor k at
il forever. "...
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~ ••••• ~.......
"He talked me into staying
law
10

~hooL L~ndsa~ ~d that if I did get
Involved in politics I couldn't work
at it. forever and would n~ a profession to fall back on. Marks
stayed and graduated.
Why did he become a lawyer? In
his youth, he thought lawyers had
the power to do good in the world.
"So many of our leaders in politics
and in Congress are lawyers,"
Marks says.
Marks still believes that it is
"critical" that professionals get involves in social responsibility.
"With their influence and power
they (professionals) must guide the
business world and government."
The environment has become
Marks' own special political cause.
Influenced greatly by the
philosophy of Thomas Berry,
Marks says that today's business
graduate must see beyond numbers,
profits and costs to the worldly
dimension of his or her profession.
"If they don't sec the global effects
of the work they are doing; how are

. ·St==
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~ -TIe .~./:.....
~
~
. ,~.
policy ",.n«.. ~ ~ ..
not ships are cilljiftg>1!aclear ar-fR8IReAt&,...uNew York Oty docso't- . ,
have an emcrxency plan -iacase one
of those ships causes a nuclear accident," says Marks. "The Navy
refuses to discuss wh at the
possibilities of a nuclear accident
even are. ,It
Marks' group is also taking on
the Department of Energy for their
refusal to release to American scientists the seismic results of testing
nuclear weapons. This. info~at~on
was released to Soviet scientists
though. "This was part of an exchange to see if a nuclear test ban
could be verified by both sides, " he
says. '"It clearly established that
you could tell if the other side has

.

"The Navy

refuses . to
d,·scuss what
the poss,·b,·',·ties
f
I
0 a nue ear
ace,·den t
,,
even are.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••
exploded a bomb." Marks claims
that this information should be
made public just as it should in the
case of knowing about the Navy
ships in New York harbor because
"in a democratic society, people
have to have information to make
decisions."
Marks shows his visitors a long
horizontal picture of a large group
of people, among them Carl Sagan
and the Dalai ~. The, were all
~ o~ a Spring .1988 conference
to raise the consciousness of world
leaders about the survival of the

See "Markst, on Pille B6
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WHEEL
OF

TERROR
There is a phenomenon known as
a block party that probably only exists in New York. M. remembers the
first experience he had with a block
party. when he was 5 years old. The
event took place on his aunt's
block, somewhere in Queens.
It seems that at this block party
there was a ride, a small ferris
wheel with five cages that carried
the riders. Since M. was alone, he
was put on the ride with a little girl
he did not know. He sat on the
bench on one side of the cage, she
on the bench on the other.
Suddenly, the little girl became
ill, tossing her cookies all over the
floor. Poor M. started to yell frantically, "Stop the ride!" and "Let
me off!" His parents thought M.
was just being a chicken and they
ignored him, as did the operator of
the ride.
M. put his feet up on the bench to
try to avoid coming into contact
with the mess on the floor. Finally,
the ride was over and M. ran
screaming from the cage as soon as
the door was open. M. didn't go on
a ferris wheel again until 16 years
afterward.

THE
CAVALRY?
W. wanted some orange juice.
While he was on his way to buy the
juice, he was approached by a couple of drug dealers asking if he
wanted some "Sense" (marijuana).
W. declined.
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you're wearing, Snake." K". said,
"all those skulls and eagles."
"Well." Snake replied, "brass
knuckles are illegal in New York.
Rings aren't illegal."
"Oh, I see," K. said, "They must
leave a nice mark when you hit socan you do that if. it's coming from meone." Snake just smiled knowthe telephone?" D. replied, "Easy. ingly.
J. looked around frantically for a
I'll open the refrigerator." Sure
enough, when D. put the phone phone to call her brothers. both of
down and opened her refrigerator, whom are cops. "Where the hell is
the volume of the music increased. your boyfriend?" she whispered to

I)
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SNAKE
CHARMERS
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As he left the store, with his
juice, a derelict came up to him and
said, "Can I have a quarter?" W.
said no. The derelict then slapped
the orange juice out of W. 's hands.
The derelict pushed W. up agai nst
the wall and put a knife to his
throat.
Before he coul d finish saying "I
want some change!", one of the
drug dealers pushed the derelict
to the ground. The other drug
dealer proceeded to kick him as he
was down. One dealer said, "You
better get out of here, this guy is
nuts." W. then ran away.

THE
SOUND
OF MUSIC

BRIDES?
Sign in the window of the store on
the Northeast corner of Lexington
and 23rd Street, across from
Baruch:
"'-." -

J. and K. were hanging out in a
local bar. K.'s boyfriend, L. and
several of his friends were standing
halfway down the bar from J. and

A. called D. on the phone one
day. During the course of the conversation, A. heard classical
music .playing in. the background.
A. likes classical music. so she asked D. what she was playing, a
record or the radio. D. said it was
nei ther , the music was coming from
the phone.
D. told A. that since she liked it,
she would turn it up. A. said "How

ed and left the bar.
After a few minutes L. came over
to the girls. J. was quite irate and
she immediately went into a verbal
assault.
"How could you leave your
girlfriend and me alone with that
Snake person? Didn't you see him?
He wanted us to go with him! He
was wearing rings to hit people
with! If you were my boyfriend I'd
never speak to you again!"
L. laughed and said, "I saw what
was going OR. My friends kept telling me I should come over here."
"Well, why didn't you?" J.
wanted to know.
"I thought it was funny." l
answered.
"I told you he'd think so," K
said.

Have you ever been approached
by a prophet of doom, a derelict, or
a wierdo? Halle strange things ever
happened to you at home or on the
subway? Have you witnessed any
amusing incidents or overheard a
funny conversation? Is' there
anything in the five boroughs you
think is amazing, bizarre or just
typical of New York?
If the answer to any of these
questions is yes, then you too have a
Tale of New York to tell, and you
can have your Tale published. All
you have to do is write (legibly j or
type (preferably) out your story and
submit it to The Ticker (c/o Tales
of New York), Room 301F, Student
Center. All the names will be changed to initials 10 protect the innocent, unless you request otherwise.
-Compiled by Linda Zuech
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By NATHANIEL KANNER
floor of the 22nd Street Adrninistra-

tion Building. Several times during
the school year new collections of
artists are compiled and arranged

......

Still Life (Outward Preoccupation) /939 by Eradley Walker Tomlin, Oil on C1lnvas.

for display by the gallery staff. The
gallery's very existence is for the
cultural benefit of the students and
faculty of the college, though many
do not know of it's existence. This
is only to the detriment of students
attending Baruch because of the
fine shows the gallery puts on each
year. Currently being featured are
~ the works of Bradley Walker
. ~ Tomlin, an abstract expressionist of
~ 1940's and 1950's. On February I, a
~ reception was held for this latest
collection celebrated at Baruch.
Katherine B. Crum, director of
the gallery, has worked in cooperation with guest curator Dr. Jeanne
Chenault Porter, Associate Professor of Art History at Pennsylvania State University, to bring
together various works of this
famous New York artist. The show
is rare in that previous to the present exhibit, the last significant collection of Tomlin's works were at
the 1970 Metropolitan Museum
Centennial show. A total of 21 of
Tomlin's paintings are on display,
gathered from museums and other
sources throughout the country.
The range of the paintings are from
the 1920's to 1953, the year Tomlin
died.
All of Tomlin's pieces are visually

r

The Board of Higher Education
approved the instit ution . of a
Master's degree program in Computer Methodology under the
Statistics Department. Required
courses included: Basic Electronic
Data Processing, Introduction to
Programming, Systems Design and
EDP Planning and Operation. The
Reporter was unable to find any
other college in the Metropolitan
area which offered this degree...
The Ticker came under fire for
printing what The Reporter termed
"a controversial and possibly
unauthorized registration issue" as
the paper's editorial board at the
time printed an evaluation of 51
faculty members. On the evaluation, teachers were divided into
four groups: highly recommended,
recommended, recommended with
reservations and not recommended.
The matter ended in a resignation
on the part of The Ticker's Editorin-Chief, Bob Famighetti and a
printed apology from the editorial
board. This outcome was no doubt
a result of pressure from The Ticker
Association a student-faculty
governing board that controlled
Baruch's paper.

was not implemented until the Fall
of 1986. after a faculty member was
raped in a bathroom at ISS E. 24th
S1. The administration should have
learned its lesson the first time.

1984
Baruch College lost a building at
19th Street and Park Avenue South
when the building was purchased by
the Catalano Kornblum Development Corp. for $18 million.

Marilyn Mikulsky, the director of
the Office of Campus Planning and
Facilities said the sale "came as a
very big shock. " Baruch had
entered' into a joint venture with the
State University' of New York's
School of Optometry to purchase
and occupy the building. Unidentified sources said Baruch lost its
bid because of "red tape.".. A
change in the liberal arts curriculum
was planned for students entering
the College in the Fall of 1985. Dr.
Susan Av-Locke, the chairperson of
the Liberal Arts Curriculum Committee said that changes were being

1-986
Students and administration
members clashed in two separate incidents. In one, the president of
BLACK (Black Leadership
Through Action, Collectiveness and
Knowledge) Jocelyn Murphy was

investigated for using a room for an
event without first securing approval. In the second incident,
Terry Morris, president of the
Evening Session Student Assembly
and Charles Lyles, director of evening and graduate student se~ces,
went at it as Morris wrote an angry
letter to the Dean of Students' Office saying that Lyles had stormed
into his office angrily embarrassing
him
in
front
of
oth e r
st uden ts ... Sheb bal Teilmann,
Baruch's research coordinator
revealed that the average freshman
who entered the school in the Fall
of 1985 was non-white, female, had
attended a New York City public
school and considered Baruch first
choke among CUNY schools.
I

-s-complled by Caitlin Mollison

The Ticker
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Abstract Expressionist Master - Bradley Walker Tomlin
One of the hidden jewels of the
Baruch College community is it's
art gallery, located on the main

-1966

99 Cents

K. told her, "If he's watching he
probably thinks this is all very funny."
Snake then said, "Why don't you
two ladies come down to the Biker
Bar down the street. You'll have a
real good time."
"Thank you very much, Snake.
Maybe we'll come down later on."
K. replied. With that, Snake nodd-

K.
A man came up to the bar dressed
mostly in black leather and chains,
with several large silver rings on his
fingers. His hair and. beard were
very long and he wore dark glasses,
though it was nearly midnight.
The man asks J. for a cigarette,
since she was smoking. He introduced himself to the girls as
Snake. J. was quite upset (she was
sitting closer to Snake than K.). She
turned to K. and K. whispered she
should to behave herself.
"What's the matter , I t Snake asked J., "Are you stuck up or
something?' ,
"No, of course not," J. replied
nervously.
"Those are very interesting rings

The R-eporter

Imported Dltes

K.

CO"..ON ~NOY"

•

MAIL ORDER

made that would make it easier for
students to transfer between the
schools. "The feeling ~was,'· she
said. "that there is such a thing as a
broad-based education that's applicable to all educated people; and
we may end up in a situation where
the School of Business may set
fewer requirements than does the
School of Liberal Arts."

stimulating and incorporate
elements of major artistic
movements such as cubism and surrealism. The scope of the subjects
extend from "still life" scenes of
the everyday, done in Tomlin's
earlier years, to more abstract
works of his later life. These later
paintings are what Tomlin is most
renowned for and are the most intriguing. Dr. Porter describes his
style as "uniquely personal, poetic,
and above all, distinguished by an
extraordinary sense of color."
Tomlin's masterful skill is impressed on visitors by the broad strokes
of cool pastels that flurry across the
canvases. The variety of Tomlin's
technique and excellent use of color
make for a gallery show that provokes the imagination. Those
familiar to Tomlin's works as well
as those new to him -are certain to
find pleasure and interest in this
presentation.
The paintings of Bradley Walker
Tomlin will. be on exhibit until
March 3 at the gallery, located at
135 East 22 St. The gallery is open
Monday through Friday, 12:00 to
5:00 p.m., and Thursday from 12 to
7 p.rn. Admission is free, and all
students and faculty are welcome to
visit.

1969
Baruch" s of(ices, .stairways,
classrooms, bathrooms, cafeterias,
gym. library. hallways and entrance
ways were painted,causing many inconveniences to students. The
Ticker urged students not to complain as it was to bette!' the school's
appearance. Judging by the looks
of things now, that was probably
the last time many of these areas
were painted.

1979
A female student, whose identity
was withheld, was the victim of an
attempted rape int he girls' locker
room. Although, she was unhurt,
she was forced to undress and was
then robbed of her money and
jewelry. The young woman immediately reported the incident to
security who quickly telephoned the
police. Because the police took half
an hour to show up the culprit was
long gone. Baruch's security was apparently fairly lax at the time and
Ed Harper, a Special Officer with
the Security Department said, "I
think they should set up a desk in
the lobby of all the centers and
make the students show their I. D.
cards' in order to get into the
building... " A good suggestion indeed, but one that unfortunately

SIGN UP TODAY
fOR YOUR
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT

9': 00- 5 : 00

Student Center(Dorothy's desk)
Lobby
137 E. 22 St.
5:00-8:00
Student Center (Room 104)

YEARBOOK CHARGE

$15
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Thomas Atkins: A Man Who Loves His Job

FIRST WINTER G

DUATION

By ERNEST CONDVA"

Twenty years ago. most of us
were just tot s or weren't even born,
but Professor Thomas Atkins was
working hard to make the Baruch
College library a better place for us
to st udy. He still is.
Atkins is the Director of the
Baruch Graduate Business Research
Center and a library- professor,
Born in Warsaw, Poland, Atkins
attended the University of Wars-w
and later Columbia University. He
worked as a journalist in both radio
and television. wrote for the
Jerusalem Post and also worked for
The New York Times. Afterwards,
At kins returned to his hometown in
Poland to search for his parents and
discovered that t hey had perished in
the Holocaust. He became a
political activist while in Poland
and was arrested several times for
participating in protests and
demonstrations. Asked if he
l hought
Baruc h students were
politically active enough, he replied
that a college was a place of higher
learning, "If one wants to further a
political cause, one should join a
political organization."
In 1969, Atkins joined the staff
of Baruch College and has been
here ever since. Asked why he's
been here for so long, he simply
replied, "I love it (here). I have
been all around the world, " he went
on. "'America is really the country
of the future. Other countries are
ethnically unique. but America is the
world in miniature, especially New
York. You can visualize how the

world will look by looking at this
place. This is where progress comes
from. Baruch College is a good
reflection of New York City, that's
why I like it, for its (cultural) variety.' ,
Atkins entered Baruch College as
a librarian in the reference department. He later estabished a library
teaching program here. •"Libraries
as they were known have been taken
over by the new technologies." he
explains. "Instead of being just a

"Baruch College
is a good
reflection of
New York City ... "
place with books on the shelves they
are becoming work-stations where
you can, through a computer, tap
in, relay, and reach information
services around the world. So it
doesn't really matter how many
books you have on the shelves."
According to Atkins, the library
should become a reaching department because, HThe idea is (0 teach
the students, and the faculty as
well, to use these new resources to
which they have not been exposed,
Most students don't even know
what is available to them in the
library."
For example, most
students don't know about the
beautiful video encyclopedia which

enables you to see and hear about
historic events instead of just
reading about them. According to
Atkins, it is very little used because
"The faculty does not really know
how to integrate it into their
syllabus ...
In interviewing him for what supposed to be a profile of himself,
Atkins was more interested in
talking about the Library program
than himself. He even gave me
some pointers on how to do
research in journalism and how best
to conduct an interview. All the
students of his to whom I spoke
agreed that he is very dedicated to
his work. One student put it simply:
."The man loves his j('! b ...
Baruch College will be preparing
a Title III Grant request and
Atkins has suggested that they include an information data bank on
the list. This will be a 24 hour service whereby students and faculty
can access information on a computer either in school or at home.
This way more energy vi s spent
analyzing the data, instead of searching for it. The data contained in
the bank would be such t hat the'
students can come to their own conclusions about what the data implies and not just take the opinion
of the person who digested the information. "This allows the student
to sharpen his analystical skills. Its
not very costly besides," he adds.
His critics say that one doesn't
really need to be taught how to use
a library. One can just ask the

now, but Baruch was one of the
first colleges to propose it. "This is
something Baruch will have to do
because a majority of its students
are busi ness majors."
Atkins was also very instrumental
in the publishing of various access
guides and library aids. "It is not
enough to be the keeper of books,
you must actively propagate the ·use
of them," he explains. According
to him, the library receives approximately $1 million every year, but
very
little
is
spent
on
'"propagating" the use of all the
books that are purchased. It's like
going to dig gold in Africa, putting
it on the shelf and that's it.
During his twenty year stay at
Baruch, Atkins has seen a lot of
changes. One that strikes him as
funny is that, when computers were
first introduced, most of the older
faculty members would not even
approach anything that vaguely
resembled a computer screen. He
also noted that The Ticker has improved
considerably in the past few
According to Atkins, most of
what we learn in college today will years.
Asked how long he planned to
become absolete in about ten years,
so students should be prepared to stay at Baruch he replied, "As long
upgrade their knowledge. "We as my wife stays in New York."
Mrs. Atkins works at the United
teach students how to find the information they need to educate Nations in, you guessed it, the
.library department. He plans on
themselves. "
staying for at least five more years.
"We wanted to establish a major
in Information Studies here at
Students are urged to take full
Baruch. but the bureaucracy has advantage of the library services.
kept us from achieving this goal,"
We are lucky to have Prof. Tom
says Atkins. Many schools have it
Atkins on board the 'USS Baruch'.
librarian for help. "Who needs to be
taugt how to find books on a shelf
anyway?' they say. "In the business
world." Atkins answers, "You
need to use information. We try to
prepare the student for this kind of
world. You are not always going to
be using the public library and the
librarian isn't always going to be
there to babysit you." Some
librarians say they can provide the
student with all the help he/she
needs. To them 'Atkins answers:
"You can give some one a fish, and
he will not be hungry for a day. But
if you teach him her to fish, he/she
will not be hungry for a lifetime."

H

"... the librarian
isn't always going
to be there to
babysit you. "

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
HELPING PEOPLE?
Then

come to the

GOAl 800 PREPARATION
COURSES WILL RAISE YOUR SCORES
SlGNIACANTlY IN 2 WEEKtNDS

J

CALL: (212) 874-8787

Graduate Studies in Biology

UNIVERSITY O·F IOWA
"Jobprospects for new PhDs in Normal Science are
better duJ" th~'ve been in ~ past 10 years,"
The National Science Foundation

Stipends up to $13,500 for study leading to
the PhD in
-Molecular Biology

-Cell Biology

-Endocrinology

-Genetics

-Bvolationary Biology
-Population Biology
-Developmersal Biology

-Neurobiology
-Plant Biology
-Ecology

Write or call collect (319) 335"'!3603
Department of Biology
U ni versity of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242

States Supreme Court Justice. It
seems that Holmes was quite old at
the time of the story and a bit
absent-minded. He was on a train
heading North from Washington,
D.C. when the conductor came to
take his ticket. Holmes checked all
his pockets and tried to find it.
Recognizing him as the famous
justice, known for his honesty, the
conductor told him it was all right,
that he trusted Holmes to mail the
ticket to the railroad company once
he had found it. However, Holmes
continued to search for the misplaced ticket. Once again, the conductor assured Holmes that everyone
knew him, and that it was all right
that he did not have his ticket.
Holmes told him, "You don't
understand, I know I have a ticket,
I just don't remember my destination. "
Marks likened the candidates for
graduation to Justice Holmes.
"What's my destination now that I
have this ticket?" is the question all
the graduates would now face.
Marks said there were paths the
graduates could choose, to fmd a
job, a career or a vocation. According to Marks: a job is a short-term
commitment, a way to make money
in order to survive. It is something
done because a person has to and
.the things one enjoys are done on
the side. To him, a career is a
longer-term project, and through
hard work a person might achieve
the things society values. But, a
vocation is something that chooses
you, it is often a direction not anticipated. "Finding a vocation is
difficult because it requires being
quiet and listening to ourselves."
-Marks gave two examples of people he has known who found their
vocation. One was James Parks
Morton who graduated college with
a major in architecture. However,

••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Whats my
destination
now that I have
th is ticket?

NO~ ATLASTAREALU'-IJAKAn......

OR YOUR TUITION WlU BE
REnJRNEO. YOU HAVE EVERYTHING
TO -GAIN! FOR INFORMATION

Continued from Page BJ
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he found he had an urge to work in
Baruch's Helpline is h~oking for new members. If you enjoy helping and
talking to other students this will be a rewarding experience for you.
Helpline is a peer counseling, information and referral service. As a
Helpliner, you will have the opportunity to improve your listening and
interpersonal skills, help other people and be a part of a friendly and caring
group of Baruch students.

THURSDA Y, FEB. 16, 1989
1:00 To 3:00
ROOM 1703, 360 PAS BUILDING
HELPLINE STAFF WILL BE THERE TO ANSWER
ALL OF YOUR QUESTIONS. OR COME TO VISIT
US AT THE OFFICE.

HELPLINE
26th St. Building, Room 516
725·4177

the ministry. Against the objections
of his family, he did. Today, he is
the Dean of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine.
The second man was Robert
Hayes, a lawyer who started his
career in a high-paying job with a
top law firm. He found that he enjoyed doing volunteer work. One
day, he realized. he could not bear to
step over one more homeless person
laying in the street. Hayes quit his
high-paying job to become the nation's leading advocate for the
homeless.
Marks told of four seniors he had
had the opportunity to speak with
recently. He said each of them had
a short term goal and a long term
vision of what they would like to be
doing sometime in the future. One
wanted to work with special' education children, one wanted to help
the economic situation in her
homeland, one wanted to teach law
and the other wanted to open a
hotel in his homeland which would
create economic opportunities.
"Even if you take the short term
path now, you can remind yourself
of the long term one, U Marks said.
He listed the efforts Baruch
students were or are working on,

like raising money for Hale House,
Hurricane Relief, African children,
or protesting things like Apartheid
and drugs being dumped on Third
World nations.
Marks gave five steps he had
taken to arrive at where he was
now. Each step meant a new direction. His greatest satisfaction is us-

So Marks views the world. "It used to be a cliche to say to a
graduating class that the future is in
your hands. But now, it isn't
because our fragile planet is in your
hands." He closed saying, "You
can help heal our planet and our city ... I know that each of you will do
your part."
.

A croup of gradutes, 5taadill& _ llleir de&rea were being coaferred upon
them.

ing his legal skills to work for public
interest causes. He listed. some of
the stars he had had as clients, but
said his biggest thrill was not
meeting any of them. It was
meeting Mother Theresa during an
inter-faith conference on the environment.
The choices this generation of
graduating seniors would make
come at a unique point in history,
accordingto-Mark~. He said this-is
a time when the very planet itself is
in danger. He lamented that his
generation had failed to live up to
the Greek ideal of leaving the world
a better place.
"We need a new kind of balance
sheet," Marks said. One where
enterprises would be judged. on
whether they would improve or impair the environment, not if they
would simply increase the bottom
line. This time is "the beginning of
a new accounting and responsibility, to the earth itself. H The problems the world is faced with will
require global cooperation, more so
than at any time before. " 'We Are
the World" is more than a
metaphor," he said. Since Baruch
has so many foreign students,
Marks was sure this point was evident to them.
According to Marks, new industries could spring up to help deal
with the world's problems. He cited
Japan as a case in point, a place
where a majority of the garbage is
now recycled and used again.
In closing, he told another story.
It was an ancient Indian proverb of
how a group of young boys tried to
show an old man that he was a fool.
The leader of the boys caught a bird
and put it behind his back. He told
his group he would ask the old man
if the bird was dead or alive. If the
old man said alive, he would pinch
the neck of the bird and kill it, proving the old man was a fool. If the
old man said dead. he would release
the bird and again show the old
man for a fool. The old -man got a
glimpse of what they were planning.
When the boy approached him, he
thought long and hard about how
to answer the question, "Is the bird
dead or alive?" The old man finally
said, uIt is in your hands."

Baruch College Alumni Association
Award for Faculty Service
Segall once again took the
podium to introduce the President
of the Alumni Association, the
Honorable Richard A.Ooldberg
('52), Justice for the Supreme Court
of the State of New York - in
Brooklyn.
Goldberg recaHed ·hew ·year5 ago- when he graduated .he presented
Bernard Baruch with an award. He
described how he had been impressed with the man, the financier
known as Amer tca '.s elder
staternan. It was Baruch who
helped make this college a separate
branch of CUNY. At the time of his

pass the CPA exam in the highest
percent in the state.
Goldberg urged all the graduates
to show their appreciation for their
education by taking part in the activities of the Alumni Association
and donating whatever they could.
Then he introduced the winner of
the Alumni Association Award for
Faculty Service, associate professor
of History, Myrna Chase, who was
the second mystery party member
on the stage.
"She is not SImply a conveyor of
information. She shows a genuine
concern for the welfare of her
students. She encourages involvement. .. She has undoubtedly changed for the better the lives of
thousands of Baruch students."
Chase said, "I am proud to teach
in the City University. I am proud
of its past" when it once offered a
free education and of its present
where the education is relatively inexpensive. She said Baruch continues to reflect the cosmopolitan
nature of New York. It is this
nature that Chase said excites her
and makes teaching easy. She
declared that she enjoys having
students who come from allover
the world, who speak languages she
does not understand .
"In short, I found something to
do which is worthwhile that I
enjoy." She wished for all the
graduates to find such worthy
work, and if they did not that they
have S!!~ngtp'.to keep trying•..~
Of iieoPle she has spoken to
about her work he said, "'You say
Baruch and they think Barnard,
you say the Qty University of New
York, they think N.Y.U. But, you
(tbe-graduates) wi" cbaRge-tBat." --She talked about the great things
Baruch alumni had helped accomplish, like the ongoing improvements of the campus and the
Master Plan to build a new campus.
She spoke about a program she is
involved in, the Feit Seminar. This
program offers classes to bright

CUNY who would greet the
graduating class, the honorable
William Howard. Howard told the
audience that the governor had
decreed that CUNY must cut $50
million from its budget. He said this
meant that 800 people would have
to be cut out of the CUNY staff. He
urged everyone to call their
legislators and tell them that it is impossible for CUNY to cut $50
million, that there is no way to do
with 800 less people.
Howard said CUNY has 184,()()()
students. spread out over all its campuses, that it had produced II
Nobel Prize winners from its alumni. He called it the largest, diverse
population of a college in the
world.
"I urge you to support your
alumni, but also support the entire
institution." He promised the
trustees would work hard to keep a
liberal education available for
everyone. Yet, to insure that the
graduates' children, their children,
and their children could also benefit
from the CUNY institution, all
would have to do their part.
Professor Frederick S. Lane, the
Chief Marshal, announced that all
the recipients of awards and
scholarships would be honored at a
separate ceremony in May.
However, he asked them to stand
and be acknowledged by the
assembly at this ceremony.
The deans of each of the schools
then presented the candidates for
graduatioD- to President SepD.
Sidney k. Bergquist, dean of the
School of Education and Educational Services presented the 24 candidates for the Bachelor of Science
-m-EdualtioA and ,be 23 candidates
for Master of Science in Education
degrees. Dean Norman Fainstein of
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences presented the 37 candidates for the Bachelor of Arts
degree. Dean Francis J. Connelly,
of the School of Business and
. Public Administration presented
the candidates for the Bachelor of
Business Administration degree as
well as the candidates for the
Master of Business Administration,
Master of Busness Administration
in Health Care Administration,
Master of Public Administration,
Master of Science and Master of
Science in Industrial and Labor
Relations degrees.

After each groups of candidates
had been presented, Segall conferred their degrees by saying: uCan_
didates, with the authority granted
by the charter of the State of New
York to the Board of Trustees and
delegated by the board to me, I confer upon you the degree which you
have earned and with it, all the
rights, priviledges and responsibilities that go along with it," then
tipping his hat off to the graduates.
The graduates siagiag the Barucll's aI.... mater 85 the cemaony is about to
Finally, John McGa.rraghy. the
close.
acting provost and vice president
for Academic Affairs recognized
graduation, Goldberg said .the col- students and is taught by two prothe candidates for the Doctor of'
lege was housed in only one fessors from different disciplines.
Philosophy in Business degrees.
building. According to him, larger The program was made possible by
These
candidates studied under the
campus and improved education is the grant of one successful alumdue in no small part to the efforts of nus, Charles Feit. Finally, she said supervision of the faculty at
Baruch. However, their degrees
the Alumni Association.
. it was fitting that the February
Goldberg cited the Standard & Class finally had their first com- would be conferred on them by
CUNY at a separate ceremony.
Poors finding that the alumni pool rnencement all their own.
Krieger led the assembly in the
of the City University -of New York
(the largest number of which are Greed.1I from .he Board of Baruch Alma Mater which was
Trustees of the Oty Univenlty
recently revised by Grace Shulman,
from Baruch) is the second largest
an
alumnus. Professor HiD then
source of executive talent in the naTIle Hoaorable WilHam Howard
played the recessional as the
tion's top companies. "Only Yale
had more, and of course, Harvard
Segall introduced the represen- presidential party marched. out of
had less," he said. Baruch alumni tative of the Board of Trustees of the auditorium.
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8Iruch Ar" TrNiI Quiz

The Grealesl lasiDess
There Is?
An AIIerooon OD
TheSlreel

By EUGENESTAVROU

1.

The statue of William H. Seward on the south-west corner of
Madison Square Park was rumored to have originally been one of
a U.S. President. To save money, the statue was salvaged, but the
heads were switched, or so the story went. Which president's
body was Seward's head supposedly resting on'?

2.

Which area high school is pictured in the opening of TV's "Head
of the Class'?"

3.

Where is there a statue of a Shakespearean actor in the role of
Hamlet , r aisinu himself to recite the "To be or not to be... "
soliloquy?

4.

The buiidi nz that houses The Roundabout Theater Company on
Union Square East and 17th Street "v-as the bas! 10 be called:

s.

-

A".'fI:

The triangular Flatiron Building on 23rd St reet, Fifth Avenue,
and Broadway made the 23rd Street intersection "The Windiest
Spot in The City" in the early 1900's. In fact, men would hang out
on the corner to see dresses lifted by. the -!lusts. They were then
chased away by police, It was these incidents that led to the
popular expression of t he day:

1.

Abraham Lincoln's. Incidentally, the rumor was false,

2.

Washington Irving High SCh0D!~ Irving Place.

The sculptor of the Marquis de Lafayette statue in Union Squa~e
Park was Frederic Auguste Bart holdi , whose most famous work IS
undoubtedly:

3.

Gramercy Park (Edwin Booth).

7.

Park Avenue South was originally:

4.

Tammany Hall.

8.

The area's biggest theater/club, which will be torn down in two or
three years is called:

s.

"Twenty-three skidoo" .

6.

The Statue of Liberty.

7.

Fourth Avenue.

6.

9.

The parking garage on 24th Street between Third and Lexington
Avenues was originally parr of:

-

The first organized game of baseball was played, not in
Cooperstown, but in an area park, that was originally a potters
field, called:

8.

The Palladium.

9.

The horse auction complex (as was Baruch's 24t h Street building).

11.

The two area clock towers are:

10.

Madison Square Park.

12.

The N. Y. Life Building on Madison and 26th is on the site of the
first two bui Idings that were called:

11.

Con Ed Tower, 14th St. & Irving Place and the \-let Life Tower,
23 rd & Madison.

10.

----- -----c-------------------------~

12.

,...---------

Madison Square Garden.

MUSICAL GEM AT BARl.rCH
By FRANK REISS

.(

It was a typically listless after- studies at the Juilliard School, pianist and composer. The first
noon, approaching three o'clock, where he earned his bachelor, piece Mr. Chien played was entitled
when I stumbled upon a notice for
master, and doctor of music "Harmonies du Soir,"(Harmonies
the Aaron Silberman Concert degrees. Currently, Mr. Chien is of the Evening). I found this to be an
Series. I had not heard live classical
By ROBERT COTTER
artist-in-residence and associate amazingly beautiful, and graceful
music
in
a
long
time,
much
less
a
professor of music at Allegheny composition. Playing masterfully,
Paisley. Pinstripes. Unlimited exFriedman, the president. Well, uh
decided
to
investigate
recital.
So
I
College
in Meadville, Pennsylvania. his fingers seemed to be gliding
pense accounts. ~'This is' the
... then is Saul Krinsky in? M'am,
further,
to
actually
attend
an
event
greatest business there is. You'll
is this Fried-Krin Printers at 1442
The compositions Mr. Chien "across the surace of the keyboards.
that
is
meant
for
everyone
and
free.
In fact. I found myself staring at his
never make this much money
South Hastings in Cleveland? It
played were specifically created for
Incredible!
What
lhave
found
is a
anywhere else so fast;" Frank
isn't? Oh, I'm sorry, m'am. I didn't
solo piano. The first set of composi- hands in disbelief, almost questioning whether he in fact was responsiSchiavone, a broker on Wall Street
realize that they moved three years gem!
tions were by Chopin, a Polish
To
begin
with
the
Aaron
Silberble for what I was hearing, The next
told me. HI used to work in adverago. Appologize for wasting your
pianist and composer, who is
man Concert Series was named
and last piece was one of LisZI '5
tising. We used to pull all-nighters
time, m'am."
known for composing music
after its benefactor, Mr. Aaron
for only $21,000 a year. And if the
famous Hungarian Rhapsodies,
The greatest business? I still Silberman. He is a Baruch alumnus,
characterized by melodies of great
client didn't like what you did - you
and it too was a veritable feast for
wasn't sure. "Hey, Frank I popped Class of 1946. Mr. Silberman also
originality, refined harmony, and
the senses.
were history," he continued.
one," Ray Fogel said as he walked serves on the Board of Trustees of
poetic beauty. In fact, Chopin
If I'm waxing poetic, I apologize,
The conversation stopped and over to us and patted Frank on the
greatly influenced Liszt, whose
the Baruch College Fund, and is a
but
I am only writing it as I heard it.
Frank went back to calling a stack back. "5,000 Safe Card. Seeger Baruch College Fellow. In addition
work is viewed as being both passionate and intimate. The composi- I was surprised to find such a
of Dunn & Bradstreet investor lead opened up two in the morning. Both to the generous financial support
tions by Chopin were created to wonderful experience at'Baruch and
cards on the telephone. "Hello, is
Oxy, I don't have enough leads Mr. Silberman gives to maintain the
also realized that it's not a singular
Mr. Goldfarb in? Oh, Okay. No though, I'm opening up everyone in concert series, he has also undershow the pianist's musical prowess,
experience; anyone can share in it.
while maintaining fluidity and clarimessage M'am. I'll call him back my box. I'll have no one to pitch to
written the establishment of the
The only requirement for participaty.
later... Hello, is this ALLCO In- - for next month."
Alexander String Quartet as a
tion and discovery is initiative.
dustrial Supply? Well then, is Mr.
group in residence. They not only
"Leads, I forgot what they are.
The next set of composinons Take it and you will also find that
McGuillicudy in? Yes, Mr. Mcperform in the concert series, they were by Liszt, a Hungarian born Baruch has world class offerings.
Frank said. "I got in at eight this
Guillicudy, sir, this is Frank
morning, and I've only got two of also visit music classes to teach
Schia. ... Yes, Mr. McGuilli. ...
them. Both midgets. Muni bond students classical music through inMissster Mac ...Ah...Good morning
players - ten to twenty five. I'll pro- teraction.
m'am is Mr. Store in? Ben, the bably stay around until nine
Aaron Silberman Concert
-The day I attended, Alec Chien, a
chairman. Oh. M'am, I'm sorry to
noted pianist, was performing
tonight. What about you, Ray?
1989
hear of your husband's untimely
Join us then. But bring your own works _ by Fry deryk Chopin
death. What? Oh, no m 'am I'll try
Admission is free. A reception will Wednesday, April 5, 3:00 p.m.
West Coast cards. I went through (1810-1849), and Franz Liszt
back ... Good morning, m'am. Is
follow each performance. For more Thomas Gallant. Oboe and Oboe
(1811-1886), both of whom are
mine like water last night."
Mr. Sanders in? It's Frank
information call the Department of d'Amore
known for their romantic and
Back to the phones, again. But
Schiavone of Jackson Steinam, the
Music, (212) 725-3291. Concerts Works of Bach. Schumann and
lyrical compositions.
this time, Frank put the cards aside,
largest, oldest, and most profitable
will be held in Nallin Hall/Room Britten
Mr. Chien was born in Hong
and thumbed through his book
privately held investment banking
1220, 17 Lexington Ave,
Kong of Chinese heritage. His study
looking for an already established
firm on Wall Street. Is Tom in?
Thursday, May 4, 3:00 p.m.
client to do business with. "Good of the piano began when he was
Thursday, March 2, 3:00 p. m.
Okay, m 'am. I'll take Mr. Sanders'
old.
At
the
age
of
fourseven
years
The Alexander String Quartet
afternoon. Is Mr. Schlossman in,
Damon
Evans,
Tenor
name off my list. Sorry for the
Works of Beethoven and Ravel
m'am? This is Frank Schiavone of teen he emigrated with his family to
call. ..
Songs by Black American Composers
the
U.S.
and
continued
his
musical
Jackson Steinam. I spoke with I.......~
_
Frank continued to take cards
Mitch about a month ago, is he
from the stack, and tore up most of
back yet? The fifteenth? Oh,
- .
them only a couple of seconds later.
M'am, you did say the fifth the last
The listings on the cards ranged
time that I called, didn't you? Oh, I
from Nestle's corporate offices too
...............-........ ...
just mi~ him? W~ then I'll
The Marshall Field Department
reach Mitch back on the fifteenth,
Store's Chicago headquarters to
M'am. And you have a good day ...
Floyd's Filling Station in
Yes, is Joe McCann in? It's Frank
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, to an adult
Schiavone of Jackson Steinarn.
book store in Walla Walla,
Hello, Joe. It's Frank Schiavone of
Washington, and a Piggly Wiggly
Jackson. Joe, remember OUf talk
supermarket in Cut Off, Louisiana.
last month? Good. Good. I've been
watching the market for you and
The greatest busi ness in the
I've isolated an outstanding idea in
world? I agreed with Frank's assessthe over-the-counter market. You
ment, while I remained skeptical at
did say that you play aTC? Didn't
the same time. Some of the young
you Okay, well, what I'm getting at
stock brokers or AE's (Account ExJoe, is the firm's name. Are you
ecutives) in the office drive Ferraris,
familiar with the firm Genecom?
wear $800 suits and Hermes ties,
Well, briefly Joe, Genecom is a
and live on the upper East Side.
leader in the semi-conductor inSpecial Education
ALL BILINGUAL
Others turn in their blank account
dustry. Their net earnings for the
books almost as soon as they are
Ind ustrial Arts
SUBJECTS ON
last quarter were up an unhanded to them. These poor souls
precedented.... Oh, I see Joe.
Trade Subjects
ALL LEVELS
must then clean out their desks, and
Sure, of course I understand
Elementary Education
Guidance Counselors
ask their sales assistants to type
perfectly. I'll call you back when
them a dozen resumes. Virtually
Speech Pathologists
you're more liquid."
Secondary Education
everyone in the office is under
"Frank, how many times have
School Psychologists
thirty-five.
you called that guy?" Ray asked.
"Four," Frank answered while
"I've only got two leads for the
For information regarding minimum eligibility
chuckling.
"The guy owns a couple
day, please you've got to help me, "
of business worth thirty million,
Frank implored. Back to the
requirements, application procedures, salary and
phones. "Yes, Mr. Gant, this is and he always says that he's got no
benefits, please visit
or telephone:
money. "
Frank Schiavone, Sir _ I'm calling
"Well then, rip out his page,"
vou from the firm of Jackson
Office of Reendtment and Counseling
Ray
answered. "What do you call
Steinam. Are you familiar with my
him for any way? You're wasting
firm's name? Well, sir, keep in
Division of Ruman Resources
your time."
mind that I'm not trying fo sell you
65 Court Street • Room 102
Frank ran his fingers through his
anything today - but if I could ask
hair, and sighed. "Jesus Christ,
Brooklyn, New York 11201
you a few questions, drop you my
Ray,
it's
after
9:30.
I
better
hit
the
card in the mail, and get back to
(718) 935-2670 or 800 TEA~H NY
road. I'll see you at eight tomorvou - a couple of months down the
row? Okay, see you then;" -Frank
road - when I'll isolate an idea for
An Equal Opporturuty Employer M. F/H
put
on his trenchcoat and left the
you in the market. Do you have an
office. He was late for a date with
open ear, sir? Mr. Gant? Mr. Gant?
old friends. To say that he looked
Hello, Me. Gant? ... Hello, is this
exhausted would have been an
Holowell Petroleum of Coral Sprunderstatement.
ings? Well then is George Franks
I can see why Frank left the hectic
in? A stockbroker? Well, m'am,
schedule of the Ad agency he workI'm in investment banking. The
ed
at. Who would work through the
firm Jackson... Oh, I see. Mr.
night, when they could get by workFranks doesn't take calls of this
ing only thirteen and one half-hour
nature. Sorry for the call, m 'am ...
days?
Mr. Friedman please. Um .... -Jaclr
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St?u' }ork Cill'

Seattle
$99 roll'zt/trip

S99 round/rip

Phoenix
$99 roundtrip

Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Denter

S99 round/rip

Fort Lauderdale

Boston
$99 roundtrip

LosAngeles
$99 roundtrip

San Pranasco
$99 roundtrip

SI.JI.J roundtrIp

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest AirJines.
A spe~ial offer for students,
only for Atfiencan Express Cembers.
If you want to go places. irs time for the American
Express' Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on \orthwest Air! ines onlvfor]:til-time
students IC!.JO carr. 1, tbe American Expres..s Card
Travel privileges that offer:
,~
Tu'O $99 round/rip lic'kds-fly to any of
NORTI-IWEST the mo.re than I~(~ cities serve.d ?y \?rthAIRLINES' west III th~ contiguous --i8l,nlted.States.
LOOK 10 US
Only one ticket may be used per SIXmonth period.
specia!QuarterlvXortbues: Destination Discounts
tbn.ugbou: /C)H<J-up to 2'S':(1 off the lowest available fare,
5,O{)() hO/lUS miles in xonhwests WORLDPERKS'
free travel program-s-where only 20.000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to aIl~ where Xorthwest flies
in the contiguous --i8 lnited States or Canada.

(

')'1- .-\.\1 E.\

And. ofcourse. you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember. vou must be a full-time student. and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card."
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone, Just call1-800-942-A\1EX,
\\e'U take your application and begin to process it
right away \\nat's more. with ourAutomatic
Approval offers.
you can qualify now
while vou re ~tiH ill
school.
Apply 110\\: fly later
-for less.

jl.lXl) -\ml'r!(;lfl E\prl'~"

Currer It ,rudent (.ardmcrnber, autornancall \
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Sing/Let'sem Eat Cake," "Into the
Woods" and '~Showboat." Best album of
Original Instrumental Background Score
written for motion picture or TV noms
went to "Empire of the Sun" by John
WitHams; Fatal Attraction" by Mauri(:e
Jarre; "The Last Emperor" by Ryuichi
Sakamoto, David Byrne and Cong Su;
"Tucker: The Man and His Dream" by Joe
Jackson; and "Who Framed Roger
Rabbit" by Alan Silvestri.
The line-up for Best Song written
Specifically For a Motion Picture or Television Show is "Century's End" from
uBright Lights, Big City," "Cry Freedom"
from the movie of the same name,
. -Kokomo...·1rom -cocttait;~:--UOIJe-Mo-
ment in ~' from the 1988 Summer
Olympics album and -7wo Hearts" from
"Buster."
' IialtPf Fame .iJJduet~I3oDOringrecor. dings made prior to the esfablisbment of the
Grammy's in 1958, are the 1940 Columbia
recording of Bela Bartok's "Contrasts For
yi<.>)Jn" C!arjn~L@d.~i~.o" (Performed by
'Bartak. .BeaDy Goodmap and JotiepII
Szigeti.); Beethoven's uCODcertos For
Pianos, Nos. 1 throogh 5," a 1955 RCA
Victor release by Malcolm Sargent conducting the London Symphony an Philharmonic; Billie Holiday's "Lover Man"
(Decca, 1945); Charlie Parker's "Ornithology" (Dial, 1946); and Woody
Guthrie's "This Land Is Your Land' ,
(Asch, ·1947).

All" album; AC/DC's "Blow Up Your
Video" LP; Iggy ~op's "Cold Metal"
single; Jetllro Toll's "Crest Of A Knave"
album or JaDe's Addiction's "Nothing's
Shocking" LP.
Nominees in the first time best rap performance brackets are all singles: LL Cool
J's "Going Back To Cali"; OJ Jazzy Jeff
(The Grammy nominations
and the Fresh Prince's "Parent's Just
continued on Page 815)
Don't Understand"; SALT-N-PEPA'S
HOT HIT "Push It;" J.J. Fad's "Supersonic" (THESE PEOPLE HAVE GOT TO
BE KIDDING!) and Kool Moe Dee's
S "Wild Wild West." (WHERE'S PUBLIC
ENEMY IN ALL THIS??!!)
Country Music star K.D. Lana pulled the
~ majority of nominations in the Country
~ Music categories with her "I'm Down to
1101 my Last Cigarette," up for Best Country
~ Vocal Performance, Female. Her version of
DISNEY; NO MICKEY
"Crying" with Roy Orbison" and "Honky
Tonk Angels Medley" with Loretta LynD,
MOUSE DEAL••.
8ftada Lee and Kitty WeBs are vying for
best country vocal collaboration honors.
New comer Tracy Chapman got 6 lIominations.
• •• *The nation's biggest motion picture
Best Musical Cast Show album Rods went
company, Wall Disney, is expanding its
to "Anything Goes," "Chess," "Of Thee I
Joining "Fast Car" in the record of the
year category,
award given to both the
performer and record producer, are UDon't
Worry, Be Happy" by Bobby McFerrin,
"Giving You the Best That I Got" by Anita
Baker, "Man In the Mirror" by Michael
Jackson and "Roll With It" by Steve Winwood. Other Album of the Year nominees
are "Faith" by George Michael,
" ... Nothing Like the Sun" by Sting, Winwood's uRoII With It," and McFerrin's
"Simple Pleasures."
Chapman's "Fast Car" also headlines
the Song of the year category, an award
..
given to the songwriter, and "Be Still My
Beating Heart, "Don't Worry, Be Happy, "
"Giving You the Best That I Got," and
BreDda RuueI1's uPiano in the Dark"
round out the nominees in that category.
FOr the first time awards will be given in
OJ Jazzy Jeff and the Frail PrInce ap for the best rap performance.
the musical fields of hard rock/metal and

an

for u IrIlrk'lt' \ ItIn Jd;ll b. call l suo

rap. The Best hard rock/metal performance, vocal or instrumental award will go
to either Metallica's " ...And Justice For

Vanessa Williams could wind up this year's best
new artist.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
. ~"f1Jt' ;\.... t r1,!IIIII' I: I,I'> .lrril

,

Now that all the hubbub surrounding the
American Music, Ace and Golden Globe
awards is over, Hollywood is eagerly
awaiting the wave of "hype" that will most
assuredly be accompanying the upcoming
Oscar nominations and Academy A wards
telecast. Until then, Hollywood is keeping
itself busy by gearing the nation up for
music's" biggest night on television." The
31st annual Grammy A wards ceremony will
be telecast live from the Shrine Auditorium
on CBS-TV Wednesday, February 22nd.
The nominations were announced at the
Carnegie Hall Cafe on January 12th, and
newcomer Tracy Chapman led the nominations with six nods that include: Best New
Artist, Record of the Year, Song of The
Year, Best Female upop" Vocal Paformance ("'Fast Car"), Album of the Year
and Best Contemporary Folk Recording.
The consensus among 'record industry
people appeared favorable -toward 'most of
the major nominations, but eyebrows were
raised at the nomination of Vanessa
Williams as Best New Artist. Other
nominees in that category were Rick Astley,
TonI' CIUIds and Talte 6.

STARK TREKS

motion picture production through the
creation of a new movie company to be called nOLL YWOOD PICTURES. The
establishment of Hollywood Pictures would
nearly double the amount of movies currently released through Disney and its sister
movie company, TOUCHSTONE PICTURES, by more than two dozen.

DISNEY'S BOX

OFRCEEOGE
Movie Compaay

Market shue of
box oIIIa
iIl
t.a.(TIn

Net'

.

.:• . - )

Walt Disney ,
(Touchstone)

20-$..

Paramount Pictures

]4.1 Ole ..

20th Century Fox

12.3070

Warner Brothers

10.7OJo

.

MGM/United Artist

9.80'/0

Universal

8.1lrJo

Orion Pictures

6.80'/0

Tri-Star Pictures

6.30'/0

Columbia Pictures

3.~

,

Others
7.9.,.
Although Hollywood Pictures would
have its own production. legal, business affairs and story departments. it will share
marketing and distribution with Disney
Touchstone Pictures. Touchstone's recent
hits include "Three Men And a Baby,"
"Beaches, " Good Morning Vietnam" and
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit" and Disney
was planning to expand Touchstone's production but decided not to for the simple
reason of volume. "We feel that a sinIle
organization cannot give the time and attention to 24 movies a year," said Jeffrey
Katzenberg, chairman of Walt Disney
Studios. As it stands right now Touchstone
Pictures produces 12 to 14 movies a year. In
comparison Womer Brthers releases about
12 while Universal distributes about 16•
"We have 75 to 80 projects in development
at anyone time at Touchstone. The story
department. the casting department,the
support systems simply cannot handle 150
to 200 projects," stated Katzenberg. The
only danger with having two separate movie
companies is that the competition between
the two movie divisions could, and will
more than likely, drive salaries for actors
and
prices for scripts up. This was the case
<
U
with MOM/UNITED ARTIST as both
IlIIl:
t"IJ
companies bid against each other for
>
:; packaged products.
Hollywood Pictures began operation on,
February Jst, and that defmitety spells
(Stark Treks continued on Page B14)
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.Carl A., Love YMr ~heu lDOyes. Now
it's .time to divide and CONQUER!
-From Youn Tndy

Happy Valentlme'5 Day Mac. My beart
Is free. Hint. Love, L.M.

Carmela, I love you Miss Bodacious.
You'll alw.ys be mine. No matter what!
Love ya, Sheri

Caro Mike, Yoa mlly make my wheels
spin. I "ope we're toget"er tIds Valeatine's Day and the,Valentine's Day after
~ t.... and the V,alentlne's Day afttl' that
J/f) and•.. Ti amo molto.
Linda

,

r

~/I':\;

\1} love , Karen: Loving lOU is the best
thin~ to happen to me since ice cream on
a stick. Love aIWi)'S, \\'illie.

r

~'~

/.::::{

JC.tby

Lov~,

and Don face ,
I you???!!?I!?-Maria

if

"Where

C.M., Be my Vibnml
Adorable
Lovely
Eielaat
Nonp.reil
True Love
In a
Never-Ending
Ecstasy
Love. N.C.

Happy Valentine's Day to all my
brothers .nd sisters and may tllis year's
blessings keep us together.
Hey Smith, Happy Valentine's Day.
Your foot is so sexy! Love, Maria

Hugb, Ya nice na rase Love you always
(friend)! Love, Yu - Yu

are
Dlb.m, Wherever you are, hope you
have. h.ppy Valentine's Oay.- A.R.

"
To tbe Investmemt Oub, Happy Valentine's Day. M.y our love life be as great
as our ~tums. -Executive Botlrd

To

.11

we

lesser

,

souls,

"Success is counted sweetest
By .hose wbo ne'er succeed."
As St. Valentine's is to one in sorest need
A d.y-o~ a year Too::eelebrate Feeltnp so dear,
yet most special to one who has no heart
held .near.
•••The ·'beaudful" ones ne'~r have to
try.
Wb.t of we lesser souls?-We live, we strive, we Cf}.,.
-We live, we strive, we CI1',
From the one Just Hype
Peace. E.M.M.

Lee, The sun never goes dowa. on )'011
kid! Happy Valentine's Day. _ Stark,
89

•

"T

Day.-~

Maria, Happy Valentine's Day! Thanks
for being a great friend! What willi do
without you? Love, lJsa Pis•

Mother ~alure Deb.• Ahbb! Alwals in my dreams!

let

me

roam

your Denise, ",of' want you to have our kids.
Love. 'ick. Fitz and Joe.

Deydamia, Wishing you the best on tllis
Valentine's Day and every other day for
th.t mltter. Love forever and always.
Mario Colon
To Diana De Los AlIgeles;
Your beaut)' is boundless, and I hope
tbat it will never witber away. You will
have • place in my heart.
-David J.
Dearat D.rllnl DIane,
Our bearts entwined
We rest our souls
In lives combIned
To resch our goals
Thru sunsets and cheerios
We pncUce our passions
You petting puppy dogs
And me out of fasbion.
Loye 4 ever, Oris

Dramila, Roses .re red violets are blue,
I'd sure like to get to know you. _
Frankie
Eric, Hey pal, let's face it tbis is free!
But seriously now you know tba. I'm
either crazy or in love. I'm crazy! Love
always, Sophie

Errol, you're my frienG .nd my lonr.
I'll love you forever. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Yu-Yu

lbe Guy wbo likes Juel Yuen Fat, Hap·
py Valentine's!! FrOB the girt wbo likes
Tony Cheung
Happy Valenti.'s Day from tbe WI.
Gays!-Ty, Andy, "Free" aad James
Assoc.

My Dearest Ken, What began as a
friends..ip ... grown into a loye to lut a
Hfetlme. Now tile future is ours to make
aD .....rnms come true... With you,
every day i5 Valentine's Day. n amero
sempre! - Laura P. S. I still owe you 50
of the S2 years.

Maria, Happy Valentine's Day! You're
the greatest! - Rob

nm. .nd always. Hap, KIsses Ind lots
of love, Your Litde Brat
....

To Our UUIe Frielld, Have a Hawy
Valentine's Day! Love, MR, KE and JT

!

Ii: "Mama". Call IUd keep In
touc". Endless, and I'll be there. when
you need IDe like a friend should be. I
hope you'll never forget m~ Adrian, and •
the
good times we "ad togetber. -Tu
TG My Dear Wife, Every day I love you
more " more. Alw.ys from aU my "Hijo" Adrian.
heart. -Your bllSband Juan
Patrice, Your breasts are so huge. Hap- "
py V.D. Love, Scott.

Maria, I may be cbeap, but I'm not
eaSy. H.ppy V-Day. - Matt

Maria, Upon Maria's breasts, a rose did
heave and crest. I want you. - TOD)'

MJC, You are the lilbt tIIat brtahtens
.nd warms all of my days. Without yM
I would live in • cold and lonely "Grid.
So here's to us for tbree mOlltbs of
togetherness. M.y we celebrate more in
our futare. HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY! - KCE

!

My Dear wife, Happy Valentine's Day, Pauline, My love, yuh ruff nuh blow - •
wit" my love and heart. I hope we'lI be wow. But I love you. Wby? Mi nab
knw!! - Micb.el
tc.ge.her for. long time. Love, Ron

••

Mickey, Thanks for being a patient new
friend.
My Husband (Ron), Wben all others Pou Karen, Ti Valentine Moin De'
---......,
have come and gone, you'll still have my Gui to Ak Lanmou,
love to carry you on. Happy Valen.ine's
Day. Love, Vanessa.
Pumpkin, Happy Birthdal and Happ~M~ lt~~~
Valentine's Day! N.C. and C.M.

••
_.f.- ..

.0

Amorsilo,
Vast was tbe space between our hearts
Only your love could close
Bodacious.
Vast is the love I feel for you
hills!-Fitz
After we're all alone.
- Your Luba tehka

N.R.C., TIIaak you for your frielldslllp

~d your love. YOII b.ve lDy heart for

My Dearest Ben (Murray), I tbink
you're tile 5weetest person in the wortd.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love always,
N.laUe

Marta, Yoo are my everlasting Jove. ,
Happy V. Day - Mitchell

Dario & Richie. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love lao Maria

Arlene R .• Happy Valentine's Day. En- Dawn, I'm down and out! Ad,
Ah Nuir, There is a thornless, red rose
joy! Your friend. Jackie
Arf!-6.J.
that I wan. to live for. although God
knows I may not have met her. Wbat do
Balram, It's nice gelling 10 know you.
you think. Ah-Nuir?- The Promise
Enjo~' your Valentine's Day. -A.
Dear Andre, My heart is yearning (or
you. -Anonymous Admirer
Alell, Meeting you was tbat best thing Baruch Women, The Eat-A-My-Meat-A
Dear Christopher, You're one of the
that ever happened
IDe. I love you. Rosse Strickly Biz • Jobnnie. "Stroker
best things that bas happened to me in a
Happy Valentine's Day. Forever yours, Jay," Abdul "Bemard" Sully, From
long
time. AD the Valentir.~'s Days tlla.
the One Just Hype Peacet;
Andrea.
have passed since tbe beginning of time
Alit, Each day I wake and life IJeajns, I "Action". MVP. Mitch, Mike, Ron, can't compare to the first one I'm spenwalk my beaten palh. I Ion .t .imes. At On, tile Dream
ding witll you.
times I'm loved with you I smile and
-Love, B.m.ra.
The Baseball, Basketball John, Love
!augh.-H.ppy V.D.! Love. Micbael.
your baJdspot. From your secret adDear Darling. I love you witb all my
All the Beautiful Women at Baruch. mirers a'ways and forever.
beart. -William Armour
Have a wonderful VaI~tine's! Love,
Victor
BL. Happy Valentine's Day
Dear nurani. It's greal being friends
All the girls I loved and to tbe
Love, JT witJI you after all these years. Hope it
"unknown" I will love. H.ppy Valenlasts. Happy Valentine's Day! -Arlene
tine- 's Day. -Herod Pas Que
Blue Angel,
,
Mi· Qaertdc) Am01',
Dear E.. Lo-ve is like a dozen roses.
All IHIpIiRe Mftllben. Happy V.1eftPara este elia de
They
dry up and then you get more.
tine's Day. From Arlene and Jackie.
los enamorados.
Love. A.
Te mando muchos
All the love in the world for the
carinos,
"b.bes" of tbe Haitian Cultural SocieY muchas besos.
Dear Joette, Do ~·ou really like my
ty. -F1aubert Anoza
Te Quiero. sponge. Love. "E"

Masll, Will you pleue melt you
cbocolate in • cup for U5. Love Nick and
Sheri.

LMK, "We" get better everyday. I
know you're the one. I alw.ys did. )'11
be your aute" to lean on aDd someone
w"o will always Ibten and understuld.
AD I . t is tII.t you be my "teddy
bear." lAve you. Happy Valentine's

~

Jackie V., Hope your Valentine's Day
wisbes come true. Your friend, Arlene

,

JC " NF, I wish you two the best of
everytlUng in your future. May you two
find love anG h.ppiness wherever you
go on this spedal day.
KC
Jobn, Upon John's throbbing manbood
be used to wisb that several girls would
jump aIId ..... tiM they Uti e aft wom
out, so that be could free them from
virginhood. Love, Lisa. J.net. Liz,
Wanda, Pebbles, etc.

John R.. Sial sweet and sexy like
always. Be /DY Valentine.- B.D.
Joy, Remem ber you're motber said I
was a nice guy! - 6.J.
Julie
Happy Valentine's Day from both of
us, - Jobn and Kent

Karen, Happy Valentine's Day! Thanks
for all the fun we h.d togetber. Looking
forward to more fun together. Love.
-Micbael B, Kent E and John T
K.C.E. - A toast to the last tbree montbs!! Love, - M.J.C.
P .S. I w.nt half-a-dozen RED ROSES!

K.C.E., Snu.ffles... Platinum Edition
nxooo - From You Know Who!

KC " MJ. Happy \"alentine 's Day. M.y
all your endeavors and dreams come
true. May your love for eacb other grow
wi.b each passing day. - Corporate
Raider and Incorporator
Kevin, "Any
-Maria

time

you're

.jI
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~
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.
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My sweetheart, Ram I love you very
mucb. From Ludle

..-

Life was a dead~nd street before I met
you.. All it takes from you to make my
day is • smile from you. Happ}' Valentine's. -Tony T., always.

Lis•• Happy Valentine's Day! To you
.nd
Tom!
I'm
glad
we're
friends!-Roberta

,

Usa Holder, All my love is yours, not
because, but still. - Rocky

Uoyd, H.ve • happy Valeatiae's Day.
From a mysterious admirer.
Kim, You were great in tbe bathroom
t".t night. Lo~e, Cari.
LM. I love you. ADd Jessie loves you!
Wha. a Valentine.
Long bn The Ticka' editors put

Tbe ghost of

Ralph, To the sexiest man in Baruch.
Love, tbe Women's Basketball Team

The Ticker Crew, I love youse all!C.M.

Reggie, Happy Valentine's Day! Your
fritDds, Adelle and JlICkie

Ton)·, I want your
maahood!-Dua

Rob, "How 8ft yetlr kidBeys? Mi. are
n.e." -

Maria

M, Mea of Omep Psi PIlI, Hope yo.

My Secret Friend,. bope you .nd I can
get together and sbare • few intimate
mODeats together. Love ya in • special
waYr Ron

Leon, Hope you bave a happ~' \'alentine's Day anyway. - J. and A.

Linda. Sometimes I grow wear)' but
things keep me going strong. My family
and you. I love you. "Un.iI the twelt'
of Never.•. " - WIlson S.

,

Tara, O'Hara, !iahara, Mascara! Be
Mine - Nick and Sheri

Roberta, Yo babes! Like, like Happy
Valeatiws!
for your cocapaay
... ,or
a areat friead! Love. Lisa
PisI

palpitating

Vic P., I love. - Rose
Victor Pizarro, Have a bapp~
ti~'s Day. YOir frieIId. Jadde

V"'-

.'a....y

Vova, My tint area. loft,
Vllentiae's Dayl" and _ y we ~
mllllY more .p.". GIleS top. . . .
-Lubatchka

·1~~~~DiJJuD.-~~~~~..-M£;--~~-~----

Lazane, It's time you get a real man and
give up the big wimpy D.M. Lots of
love, Andy.

Un., You ".ve a special place in my
beart. I'm glad we met when we did.
Love, Barry

.

I"eIDeIBber me OD VaieadJle's Day ....
remember I love y' ....
b for beiDa
~, frieada! Love ya. Joy

Lali, Thank you for being so good to
I'H

Lilian (from P.R.I.D.E.), I wish you a
happy Valentine's Day .nd I hope tbat
we can be together in tbe future. Love
alw.)"5, A known stranger.

Querida Cyn.hia, Te amo mucbo y
para siempre! Tu amor, Scott

My love Vaaessa, Hope your day will be
."
pleasant and I'm sure it will because you
~will be willi me. my love. - clam Will'

IRe.

ready."

Kirs.en aDd Lome, I miss you guys.
Good luck in yoar Dew home. -MyreaJ'

~4I~" ~

.-

Chris, Doubt that t"e stars doth shine,
Doubt daal the SlID doth bum,
Doubt tbat the earth doth
move,
But never doubt,
nat I love (William
• Sbakespeare)
-Diane

To My Love Debbie, How do I love
tllee? Let me count tile w.ys. 1. For
your intelligent domino playing. 2. For
your perfectly shaped white teeth. 3.
Because yoo'll gradu.te and make
money for both of us after this
semester. 4. Becsuse you are yoo. Love,
RGlly.

Miguel, !itay just how you an. -

D.S.

Mike. You were rigbt. It really is better.
- You Know Who

My sweetheart Sheila, Meeting you four
years ago was defillitely • blessinl from
God. Because you gave me then and
noW' a Iovine Uld I»autiful relationship.
I love you dearly and God is my witness.
Hive a h.ppy Valentine's Day. From
Seam Selgnious

Mike F., Heard you loved the "PROMOTION" Certificate. Wan. a
dupHcate! - T .J.L.

My Sweetbeart Steve, I love you always.
Love, Ruth Rangel

Mitcb, Don't worry. good things take
time in coming, but even tually tlley
come. Happy Valenti.,~'s. - '"Silly"

My Wonderful Hubby, • love you for
sticking by me. Love y•• India

Mitchell. You ligh. my fire!
Maria

lAve,

Mr. Blaer, I know IOU know tIIis, but
anywaY,·1 think you're a spedal', OMof-a-klnd guy. Keep it up and If you're
IlICky ••. Your Uatle Friend.

M.S., Ya are wonded..l. Thanks for all
tile tIIlnp ya do. 11Ianks for being you!
"I love YOlln" - E.M.

N.dine, Roses arr red
Violets are blue
H.ppy Valen_tiae's
FroRl yotl know who

rt

Wben rove Is lIew, promises are 0'_
made... Lenz Mlebel to Ce' Marie

Romeo, Romeo, Where for art tbou
Romeo? Oh, how could' miss you, you
need to lose 35 Ibs. Love. Your Buddy

ROil. Stay sexy. - Dana
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Tyrone Greave. I love you. -Pigeons

SCott C.· .... .Iigbt my life, warm my
balrt••• I'm caught up in tbe rapture of

YOU:',

S.even, You are the best thing' got out
of a class here. Love, Juet

Yoa pi Illy vote for ... prettiest lady on campus. Please be . ,
V. . . . . . Love, I'GfI

Mi Querida.
Con todo mi corazon,

Mis besos )' abrazos son tuyos
Sunil, Even .houg" tbings bave cbaaged •
between us and you're not here to ..old
.my band, I'll always l1.ve a spedal place
in my beart for Yo8. I bope someday
you read l"i~ ad remember tbe lo~e we
shared. Happy Valeetiae'5 Day! - In- ~t1~~~~
dra

MUll, SopbomOl'e sweater maker look-

~_.

Yuri, Ob b.b)·. doit .gain. Love, EltUne

Salena, To a very special lady who is
wortb waiting for. - S.J.

Neil, WID you give me • chocolate fart!
-Nick and Sheri

Nick, I mp for ,ou! Love y., S"eri

me.

Will, Since the day our eyes b.~e
we've known the lJassion that wise mea
fear 10 tre.d UpOIi. Love. Vanessa and
Karen

illl for viraiD wool witll wldch
it. -M.F.-

.0 make

ojgzu Baker, All my loft is yCHIn. Not
oaly GIl Valeatl.'s
INat 11••'1.
--Carl 6.

Da,.

Te mando muchos carinos.
Y muchos besos.
Mi vida eres tu.

Te Quiem C'on todas
mi Fuerzas.
Corporate- Raider
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This .issue of "Tour of the 12 Inch" is dedicated to the memory of El-Hajj Mali.k EIShabazz (Malcom X) and the children of South Africa in celebration of Black HIstory
Month, 1989.
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cover, Jackson looks like the adult all of us
thought he would look. like ~ased on ~he
ubiquitous pictures of him available dunng
his youth. The nose and lips, especially,
were distinctly African; both were full and
prominent within the scope of his face. Further and closer inspection would detect the
presence of keloids, scaring that often occurs in people of color as the result of acne
or other skin problems. Despite the imperfections, Jackson was still a relatively
handsome young man; in fact, the imperfections of his features added their own
beauty and character. His "Thriller" album
ushered in a new look: the hair was processed into a curl and the skin was bleached
almost to the point of translucency. (Also,
if you look very closely, you will notice
that, in addition to the bleaching and.
pounds of pancake makeup now prevalent

himself in such a manner, Jackson had
made an obvious, annoying statement: in
order to make it to the top, an AfricanAmerican had to look as white, or colorless, as possible. This admission came
from a man that had already entrenched
, himself in the annals of the entertainment
industry an industry that AfricanAmericans had, at least on the surface,
dominated.
More alarming than either the actual
transformation or the message it conveyed '
was its effects on the African-American
male. Being the progenitor of the succ~ssful
use of the music video as a promotional
tool , Jackson's image and every
. .move were
now ubiquitous. Also ubiquitous wc:re
Jackson's imitators. In a race whose entire
male population was already under siege,
the proliferation of effeminate, colorless

. -.

MICHAE L JACKSON
HAS MADE THE
SWITCH
Michael Joseph Jackson: the name is
synonomous with flash, excitement, and an
infinite well of talent. Since he entered the
often transient world of entertainment at
age five, his achievements, accolades, and
innovations have been forthcoming with an
almost uncanny regularity. To the chagrin
of some of his brothers, he immediately
became the vocal lead of the Jackson 5 (later
, renamed the Jacksons), and mystified his
.-: followers with his vast vocal range,
presence. and endless Iitany of dance
moves. His vocal acumen became so apparent at such an early a$e that Motown
Records immediately invested money in
Michael's solo career, just before the entertainer's adolescence. His young, strong,
ebulhent voice was featured on the solo
albums "Ben," "Got To Be There," and
"Forever, Michael." As Jackson got older,
the achievements kept coming: there were
the millions of copies of records sold while
leading the Jackson 5, there were the successful television appearances (Soul Train.
American Bandstand, etc.) and there was
even the Diana Ross-influenced appearance
in Sidney Lumet's adaption of The Wizard
Of Oz, The Wiz. For all the success and
pressure, however, Michael seemed to handle his often wild and intrusive situation
with a maturity and confidence rarely seen
in someone so young, much less in someone
whose adolescence was repeatedly interrupted by the banaidea of what real stardom was like.
Probably the most significant event in
Michael's professional life carne in J978
while portraying The Scarecrow in The
JViz. It was during that time that he was introduced to Quincy Jones. Jones, even at

that point in time, was considered to be a
master musician, composer, producer, and
bandleader . "Q," as his friends call him,
had established musical roots that dated as
far back as 1954, when he recorded with
John Birks ""DiU)'" Gillespie, then later
became musical director for Dizzy's State
Department-sponsored band that traveled
throughout the Middle and Near East. He
had recovered from a near-fatal bout with
aneurisms of the brain in 1976 to produce
The Wiz soundtrack, "Sounds... And Stuff
Like That" in 1978, and the enormously
successful "The Dude" in 1981. When
Michael decided to permanently break from
the Jacksons, he chose Jones to produce the
first project, released in 1979. The result ol
the collaboration was Off The Wall.
Off The Wall, while unexplainably being
shut out from the reception of Grammy
A wards. was arguably Jackson's finest
album to date, either solo or with his
brothers. The album-as well as marking
his arrival as a viable, potentially brilliant
solo artist-marked the beginning of
Jackson's ascent to that lofty equivalent of
immortality: superstardom. The culmination of Jackson's ascent came soon after
the release of Thriller, which has since sold
almost 40 million copies and has placed
itself in the Guiness Book OJ World
Records as the largest-selling record of all
time. Assisting Jackson's ascent to immortality was the explosion of the music video
and its most prominent vehicle, MTV. Now
Jackson could not simply concentrate on
making good music, he now had to
"package" himself in order to ensure continued exposure. Such packaging would
also ensure that his recordings would
receive additional airplay via the videos.
For sure, the success has continued: Bad,
the follow-up album to Thriller, has sold 20
million copies and has become the thirdlargest selling album of all time. If one combines these two successes with the 10 million
copies of Off The Wall that have been sold
to date, Jackson's acquisition of the
Beatles' catalog, and the unprecedented
hysteria and revenue generated by his concert tours, it is easy to see why Jackson is, at
once, the industry's most exciting,
dynamic, and lucrative enti ty. It is
Jackson's success, however, that presents
an interesting and disturbing
dichotomy to African-Americans: he has
become larger than life principally on the
~ strength of the denial of his African~ American culture. His methods of denial ~ his change - have been as diverse as his
'" moves on a stage.
u
c:
If one analyzes the album cover from Off
W
The Wall, then compares this cover to the
covers of Thriller and Bad, one can determine a noticeable change in Jackson's
physical features. In the Off The Wall

I JERRY TAN
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New and exciting music has
become an everyday affair for most
of us. All you need do to hear the
latest hot stuff is turn on the radio
and there's a good chance you'll
hear something you didn't hear last
week or even yesterday. So it is
quite extraordinary when all of a
sudden, a new recording of a classic
which has been in the canon of
great music for centuries, makes a
grand sweeping entrance that defies
previous interpretations. This· is
most apparent in the London
Classical Player recent recording of Ludwig van Beethoven's
first and sixth symphonies.
The first symphony, Opus 21,
takes a common step by virtue of
the fact that it's composed in the
major key of no sharps, no flats.
How much more mundane can you
possibly be, right? Well, at the time
Beethoven wrote it, every critic denounced his efforts, and probably
to something of the likes of, the
work of a depraved, puerile brain,
or something rotten or other. You
know how ugly it can be. All the

BOOK REVIEW

To fully understand Jackson's transformation, one must understand the irramifications of the music video and MTV
in particular. In 1984 Thriller was released
in November, 1983), the music video was as
influential an item as the music itself. MTV,
being the most prominent distributor of
music videos, was a burgeoning business. It
still, however, had yet to find its "cash
cow," an artist that could propel MTV to
success worthy of mention in Fortune or
Business Week. Jackson turned out to be
that cash cow. In order to fit the bill,
Jackson sculpted himself into a model of
androgyny and colorlessness. The "do"
grew longer and was processed to the point
where he could have done a Prell shampoo
commercial. The nose was radically altered,
the cheekbones were shaven. a cleft was
placed in the chin, the eyebrows were raised, and the Bps were apparently thinned. (If
one closely examines the cover photo on the
12" release of Bad, Jackson does not look
much different from the caucasian male to
the immediate left. In fact, the caucasian
actually looks darker!) In deforming

males whose lack of culture, pride and
understanding of themselves had already
been the topic of many a discussion was
more than a bit disarming. One of the most
vivid images of the harm Jackson's image
and presentation has done comes courtesy
of his own "Smooth Criminal" video. In it,
we see a little brother emulating Jackson's
moves flawlessly. The child even had some
of the pelvic thrusts down pat. The performance made me wonder if the child had as
solid a command over his knowledge of
African-American history, or even his
alphabet, that he had over Jackson's moonwalk. I seriously doubt it. The power of
Jackson's image affects more than children;
it has affected males of much older ages.
Don Cornelius' Soul Train features a professional dancer whose likeness to Jackson
is so real that it prompted recent guest
Arsenio Hall to ask if that person was actually Michael. That is scary. It seems that
with the erasure of keloids and razor bumps
has come the erasure of culture, heritage,
pride and knowledge. With a race that has
already been exterminated by the rope,
dope, and the omission of hope, such an
erasure is the last thing our males need.
Is there a solution? Inevitably, there is,
and it does not necessitate the burning of
your Jackson catalog. Solutions will come
through knowledge,· and knowledge will be
accrued through reading of our history.
Michael Jackson is fine, if you understand
the entire picture regarding his transformation. For every Michael Jackson or Jobn
Coltrane or a Max Roacb to counteract the
sins they have committed. For every
Whitney Houston, there is a Sweet Honey
(Dames continued on Page B14)

critics band and gang up together,
taking out their frustrations, real or
otherwise truly imagined, on poor
Mr. Artist. Beethoven adopted the
"Kick Me, Mr. Critic, Why Don't
You Be Yourself! attitude, as
anyone else would if their contemporaries are callously unaware of
the life that is hidden below the surface in one's (apparently) lifeless
work. Then, after that ugly commotion has subsided, the artist will
write yet another book, sculpt yet
another statue, paint yet another
oil, or in the case of Beethoven,
compose yet another piece, because
the creative urge is indomitable, irrepressible, invincible, and
sometimes, plain stubborn as an
ass. Having done this, the out-cast
art-maker will once more offer as a
libation at the shrine of criticism at
its worst, their creative sweat,
blood, and tears, indeed their very
own soul, that endearing sacrament
of their very existence, at the foot
of the ingratiated, nasty critics, who
will then, of course, being what

I

THE HOLOCAUST
IN HISTORY·
By Michael R. Marrus
Meridian Books, $8,.95, 267 pages

on his skin, most of Jackson's photos
would be air-brushed from that point on,
adding to his skin's appearance of
translucency.) Although the change had
begun, there were still some strong
resemblances between the Off Tbe Wall
cover and the Thriller cover. Jackson still
resembled a member of the AfricanAmerican race; perhaps more significantly,
he resembled a card-carrying member of the
human race. The Tbriller cover was the last
time Jackson could make either of those
claims.

.00...

A NEW RECORDING
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By GLEN J. SPANGLER
In The Holocaust in History,
Michael R. Marrus attempts to do
what the title suggests: study the
Holocaust froof a historical
oerspective. He does not spend
much time telling the stories of individual victims or depicting the
horrors of life in a concentration
camp. Instead, he writes mostly
about the debates over how Nazism
and the Holocaust came about and
went as far as they did, and who
deserves how much blame.
The Holocaust in History is what
one would expect from a very long
graduate school research paper on
the subject. An interesting one, as
research papers go, but concerned
mostly with names, dares, numbers,
policies, 'places, and general
statements. It is by no means an integrated, chronological account.
Marrus deals with one question at a
time, not one month at a time, and
in doing so he jumps back and forth
from date to date and from place to
place with little warning. In fact,

AaTS

they are, chew up the artist's work
once more. At which point, the artist will retreat (again) having lost
the battle but not the war, revise
their professional and personal
motto to be, "Kick Me Again, Why
Don't You Mr. Critic?" End this
disgusting tirade. ,
Now, how is it that I could be so
dull and boring to actually talk
about such obviously stupid things?
Who the hell cares anyway. Well,
about that new and exciting recording of Beethoven, yes yes yes:
more than any other conductor,
Roger Norrington has been the
most effective in applying the most
recent research on historic performance practices to the symphonies
of Beethoven, and Roger Norrington, as you may have now correctly surmised, is the conductor of
this new and exciting recording.
Mr. Norrington uses period instruments at Classical pitch; en
palabras otras, A = 430, whatever
the hell that is. He also implements
bowings and articulations that are

in accordance with Classical
documents, as well as using the
brisk tempos of the period. Now,
whatever the hell that may mean as
I have obscurely described it to be,
is beside the point. The difference
will manifest itself when you
hear this latest recording (approx.
66 minutes on CD) of Beethoven's
first and sixth. In other words, it'll
blow you away. Completely. Dust
and all. In the wind. Nothing
nothing ..
These two hallmark symphonies
are given such a thorough and completely different reading that they
are completely alien to what we
have become accustomed to hearing.
For instance, in the Pastoral, it is so
dazzling and arresting to hear the
inner lines that are usually lost.
Concrete irrefutable- evidence: in
the first movement's development,
there is a single motif that is
repeated as much as fifteen times.
Possibly sixteen. In this Norrington
recording, you can actually hear
this repetition of the motif in the
underlying voices as it undergoes
the rich variations invested in them
by the composer. This new rendition simply breathes life into them.

so that they may be more easily appreciated. In "Scene by the
Brook," you hear the abundance of
teeming life and activity as the supporting counterpoint to the incessant flowing of the cool, calm, quiet
waters, in some previously unseen
phrase
of
simple
idyllic
pleasures ...the unending bounties
of this recording!
And i., "Merry Gathering of
Country Folk," there is an unprecedented magni fying of the
suspense which leads to the storm
that erupts in a controlled but still
horrifying ire. In all its ingenuous
and original rendering, the
transparency of the unified,
organic, throbbing orchestra, the ~
unusual pacing. results in a
beautiful conviction of Beethoven's
symphonic works that takes you by
the heart and leads you far, far
away, into some blissful state
above, aloft pink clouds and purple
mountaintops (excuse this excess,
but it was deemed so endearingly
appropriate here). This Norrington
reading offers an unprecedented
and exhilarating experience in the
often overlooked canon of the
classic.
, First rate. First rate. First rate.

NOT MUCH "PHYSICAL
EV1DENCE" HERE·By GEORGIA KONTOS

_What'~.worst .thaDUying to rom-

mit suicide by jumping' from a
bridge? Jumping unsuccessfully share a shaky and dangerous com(living in this case), and having so- mon ground. For Jenny, the highmeone else's bludgeoned body profile case is a gamble to secure
hanging with you upside down, her future in the legal profession.
For Joe, it is a case of survival.
thirty feet from the water.
Different characters pop in and
Burt Reynolds and Tberesa
Russell star as the incompatible Joe out of the screen just to confuse the
Paris and Jenny Hudson, in Martin viewers a little more. Deborah
Ransohoff's production of Quinn, played by K.y Lenz, is the
"Physical Evidence," a gritty wife of an underworld kingpin,
murder mystery set against a cour- chancing her life by playing the infidelity game. Her gamepiece is
troom background.
Joe Paris is a cop on suspension none other than Joe Paris.
Ted McGinley of the nightirne
from the police force, a hardluck
series
"Dynasty;" plays Kyle, the
character with a history of violence
who's' just been arrested for extremely confident, self-absorbed
murder. He has a drinking problem and gorgeous stockbroker, who
and is as boring to watch as any shares Jenny's home and love, until
other drunk. Jenny Hudson, his things start getting rough.
This movie dragged, which made
court appointed attorney is
everything Paris isn't- articulate, it difficult to capture the audience's
ambitious, sharp, chic, cool and full attention. It got better toward
sophisticated. Sound a bit too the end, but by that time you were
phony? Well that's exactly how it just waking from the nap you took
during the beginning to appreciate
came across the screen.
the suspense and mystery.
Murder has driven' the two to

the reader must pay very close attention to keep track of whose
theory Marrus is relating. or if he is
giving his own opinion. This is
slightly heavy reading, and someo~ a~ustomed ro
~~I~~------------------------novels will find that absorbing The
Holocaust in History is more like
schoolwork than anything else.

"Physical Evidence" went from
comedy to suspense to love story.
This was a different role for
Reynolds who usually plays the
tough guy. Recently, however
Reynolds has tried his hand at cornedy again. (i.e., switching channels)
and that appears to be his forte at
this particular time in his career.
I

When Theresa Russell comes on
the screen you know you've seen
her before, but where? Russell
started as the versatile murderess in
«Black Widow, " and as the hero's
tragically drug addicted lover in Bill
Murray's 1984 film "The Razor's
Edge. "
They don't make movies like they
used to! What happened to movies
like "Thief of Hearts" and "Jagged Edge?" Let's just keep our
fingers crossed. that the next time
we go see a "suspense" movie, it
will be better than UPhysical
Evidence."

In spite of this, I recommend the
book to the patient reader for its
huge educational value. You are
bound to find out a great many
things you did not know about the
various webs of politics involved,
the puzzles of inconsistent, almost
inexplicable Nazi decision making,
Hitler's complex, sick mind, the
Jewish leaders who were forced to
help the Nazis organize the movement of Jews to their deaths, and
the many citizens and world leaders
who could have done something
but didn't.
The Holocaust in History was
first published in hardcover in 1987, ~~~~~!!!:!~!!!!!!!~~~!!!~~~~!!~~~~~~!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!~!!~~~~~:...-~
but first became available in softBurt R~1IOIds
pia. 10 ftllrap • kiln'..... Ilk lewytr (T1Iftaa RIISIfII). _ _ lin.
cover this January.
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(Can tinued from Page B12)
in the Rock or a Miriam Makeba. In short,
for every entertainer that debits the ledger
of African-American culture, there is at
least one entertainer that credits the same
ledger. For every sell out, there is a payment. Isn't it about that time you find out
. which entertainers pay in full?

NOTES
Adeva's smash .."Respect," is currently
undergoing remixing for the' United
Kingdom releases. Marshall Jefferson has
the honors ... Levert's latest. release, ••Just
Coolin ,,, (A tlantic), is a slow-tempo slammer with plenty of bass and a nasty remix
by DaddyO. MCA artist Heavy D makes a
cameo appearance. Also, from Atlantic
subsidiary Atco, comes "Sincerely Yours"

20th birthday February 5, is the youngest
male artist to have his album hit Number 1
since Stevie Wonder hit Number 1 in 1963;
Wonder was thirteen years old... The
grapevine has told me that Prince is broke!
Supposedly, the Purple One fired his
representation, Cavallo, Ruffalo, and
Fargnoli because he caught them with their
hands in the proverbial cookie jar. No
wonder he has put out ten albums in ten
years, It will be interesting to see whether or
not he' decide... to liquidate some of his
assets in the Paisley Park empire he has in
Minnesota.

by Sweet Sensation. Of particular interest is
the Charlie Diu Basement Beat version ...
Liz Torres and Master C&J have an
underground hit somewhere out there called "Touch of Love. The only time I've
heard it is on the dance party by WBLSFM. The group has also been signed to Jive
Records. the same label that Whodini
records on ... Tbe Tom Tom Club which has
another hit on its hands in the form of
"Suboceana" have signed with Motown
Records. .. Ever wonder what happened to
the Beastie Boys? It seems that they have
gotten themselves into real hot water. After
recording "Licensed to 'III," which sold 4
million copies, the group told executives at
Columbia's Del Jam subsidiary that they
did not plan to record any more. Then they
turned around and signed C1 contract with
Capitol Records late last year. (Word has it
that they have been working on a new
album for Capirol, too.) Def Jan is suing
for $20 million dollars. We'll keep you
posted... Kudos for Bobby Brown. His
album, "Don't Be Cruel," recently hit the
Number I position on Billboard's Pop
Album Chart. Brown, who celebrated his
H

STERN vs IMUS
(Continued from previous page)

WXRK-92.3K-Rock, fell from se.cond place (behind 1010 WINS)
with a 6.4 rating to fifth place with
.a 4.6 rating. In terms of men 25-54,
Stem's market decreased from 11.8
to 9.9 according to Arbitrons summer and fall books.
Ironically, former WNBC-AM
morning man Don Imus,
transplanted to Emmis' all-sports
WFAN-FM in October, has performed remarkably well. Imus'
morning audience has nearly tripled
.from a 1.1 share on WNBC to a 2.5
share on WFAN. Irnus' share of
male listerns 25-54 jumped from 2.5
to 6.6. (Obviously Howard's au-
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ARTS
S•• t pop vocal performance male:
"Be Still My Beating Heart" single by
Sting; "Don't Worry, Be Happy" single
by Bobby McFerrin; "Father Figure"
single by George Michael; '~A Groovy
Kind Of Love" single by Phil COllins;
and "Roll With It" single by Steve Winwood.

. grass; and ··Nite And Day" single by AI
B. Sure!

i

. . eest r&b performance by a duo or
group With vocal: "Acting ThiS Way" album track by The Robert Cray Band;
"Da' Butt" album track by E.U.; "If It
Isn't Love" single by New Ed ition;
"Love Overboard" single by Gladys
Knight & The Pips; and "Rocket 2 U·'
single by The Jets..

Best ~ performance by a duo or
group with vocal: "Anything For You
(Spanish Version)" ~ingle by Gloria Estefan & Miami Soun<l Machine; "Brasil"
album by Manhattan Transfer; "Kokomo" single by The Beach Boys; "Piano
In The Dark" album track by Brenda
Russell & Joe Esposito and "Wild, Wild
West" single by The EscaPe Club.
Best rock performance, female: "All
Fired Up" single by Pat Benatar; "8ring
Me Some Water" album track by Melissa Etheridge; "Oon't Watk Away" atbum track by Toni Childs; "The Lion &
The Cobra'; album by Sinead O'Connor,
and "Tina live In Europe" album by
Tina Turner.
Best Jock performance, male: ..After
Midnight" single by Eric Clapton; "Forever Young" single by Rod Stewart;
"Robbie Robertson,'· eponymous album; "Simply Irresistible" single by
Robert Palmer, and "Unchain My
Heart" aJbum by Joe Cocker.
Best rock performance by a duo or
group with vocal: "Beds Are Burning"
single by Midnight Oil; "Desire" single
by U2; "I Hate Myself For Loving You·'
single by Joan Jett & The Blackhearts;
"Kick" aJbum by INXS; and "Let It Ro""
album by little Feat.
Best rock instrumental performance:
"Blues For Satvador" album by Carlos
Santana; "Guitar" aJbum by Frank Zappa; "Hideaway" album track by The
Jeff Healey Band; "Surfing With The
Alien" album by Joe Satriani; and
"Writes Of Winter" album track by Jimmy Page.

Best pop instrumental perform~:
"Always With Me, Always With You"
single by Joe Satriani; "Close-Up" album by David Sanborn; "Music From
l.A., Law & Otherwise" album by Mike
Post; "Pump Up The Volume" single by
MJAlRlRJS; and "Sfloouette" album by
Kenny G.

dience.)

Zoo Keeper, Sc=ott Shannon is now in L.A.

STARK
TREKS
(Continued from Page B9)
"trouble" for the competition that is struggling to stay afloat in this highly competitive market. Disney's main box office
competition is PARAMOUNT 'PICfURES
and Paramount could be looking at an even
fiercer battle at the theatre as Hollywood
Pictures is expected to be cranking out 12
films a year by 1991.

SHANNON IS GONE BUT
Z-100 IS STilL ON TOP
·····Even though Z-l00 morning man
Scott Sbannon has left New York,
WHTZllOO.3 continues to grab the ratings.
Of course these ratings were tallied while
Shannon was still in New York and that is
probably why Malrite Communications offered the zookeeper the job of turning their

The Beastie Boys; King AD-Rock. MeA, and Mike-D are in trouble with CBS and "Def Jam."

GRAMMY AWARDS
(From page B9)

newly acquired Los Angeles station, KIQQFM, from worst to first. This should be no
problem for Shannon who helped propell
1-/00 from worst to first in only five years
time. The latest ratings show that Z-/OOhas
chalked up its seventh ratings victory in a
row. In the fall Arbitron's, WHTZI/OO.3
bad a 12-plus share of 5.6 easily beating out
its closest competitor, easy listening
WPA T-FM. WPA T had a 4.9 share while
WLTW (lite FM) carne in third with a 4.7
share, according to Arbitron. WOR-AM,
MINS-AM, WRKS/98.7kiss, WPLJ, WXRXI92.3k-Rock, WQHTIHot97.1 and
WNSR all followed respectively. WINS was
the ratings champ in the morning drive and
Z·l00 topped the evening followed by
WOR and 98.7Kiss.

Page BIS

Other major pop, rock and r&b
nominees are:
(This section furnished by Variety.)
Best pop vocal performance, female:
"Chalk Mark In A Rain Storm" album by
Joni Mitchell; "Fast Car" single by Tracy Chapman; "Get Here" album by
Brenda Russell; "One Moment In
Tims" single by Whitney Houston and
"Teutt To My Heart" album by Taylor
Dayne.

Best r&b instrumental performance:
"Coast To Coast" album by Cornell
Dupree & Who It Is; "I Came To Play"
album by Paul Jackson Jr.; "light
Years" album track by Chick Corea;
"Reflections" album by George
Howard; "So Amazing" single by Ger·
ald Albr'ght; and "What's Going On" album track by Doc Powell.

Best rfrb song: "Any Love" written
by Luther Vandross & Marcus Miller,
performed by Vandross; "Don't Be Crue!" written by Babyface, L.A. Reid &
Daryl Simmons, performed by Bobby
Brown; "Giving You The Best That I
Got" written by Anita Baker, Skip Scarborough & Randy Holland, performed
by Baker: ''1'11 Always Love You" written by Jimmy George, performed by

"

:t:.

-e

;>

Taylor Dayne: and ·'Just Got Paid" writ, ten by Johnny Kemp & Gene Griffin,
performed by Kemp.
Producer of the year (non-classical):
Thomas Dolby; Neil Dorfsman; Davrd
Kershenbaum; l.A. Reid & Babyface:
Narada M'chael Walden.

Best r&b vocal performance, female:
"Girlfriend" single by Pebbles; Baker's
"Giving You The Best That I Got" single; "I'll Always Love You" single by
Taylor Oayne; "The Right Stuff" single
by Vanessa. WiUiams; and "The Way
You Love Me" single by Karyn White.

STERN VS IMUS

From Left to Right; Willie Nelson,
Gloria Estefan, Anita Baker, Michael
Jackson, Randy Travis, Debbie Gibson,
Kenny Rogers. Rod Steward and
George Michael.

Best rAb vocal performance, male:
"Any Love" album by Luther Vandross;
"Characters" album by Stevie Wonder;
"Introducing The Hardline According
To Terence Trent D'Arby" album by

~'The

Howard Stem Show," filiing the
morning slot on Infinity Broadcasting's
(Continued on. the next page)

O'Arby; .'Joy" album by Teddy Pende,..-

AND

MUSIC DEPTS.
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The "difference'· begins with a better
benefits package--NOT ONLY for full
time Associates, but many benefits
that are shared by BOTH FUll AND
PART TIME EMPLOYEES.
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BUY ONE,
GET ONE

FREE

I

I

Purchase any size pizza

receive the second
of equal or lesser value
and

FREE
Eat-in only
Not good in combination
With any other otfer
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Openings at
18th St 8l5th Ave
in Manhattan

I

YOU know--the name for designer
Ladies, Mens & Childrens fashions, at
"deep·discounted'· prices. NOW
look how different we are with job
opportunities.
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OF

FFERENT!
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finitely--
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looking regular for
two or three people.
Uno's~ The place for Chicago's
original deep dish pizza
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dish pizza is perfectly
proportioned for any
single person. Or,
bring home a good
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The Four Cheese Pizza

tAFFY'S....

DOUBLE~
DEAL

Purchase any two
regular size pizzas for

Only s 9 .. 95
Take-out only
Not good in combination
WIth any other offer
Call ahead tor take-out
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LUNCH DEAL
Receive 'In Express Lunch
with this coupon

I'
I
II
I

0 nIy s 2 ·95
Individual size pizza.
and soup or salad
5 min. service
Man - Fri 1 1:30 - 3

One coupon per person
NC't cood in combination
\\'Ith anv otlu:r otler
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Competitive salaries, vacations. 100%
COMPANY PAID dental. medical,
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT (up to
100%), storewide discounts, paid sick
days. paid holidays. pajd holidays on
your Birthday and date of hire
anniversary.

AND WE'RE FLEXIBLE WITH YOUR...
TIME SCHEDULE I EXPERIENCE
Right now we have immediate openings for FUll & PART-TIME
Sales Associates for all sorts of time schedules' DAY EVENING or
WEEKEND.
'
.

So whether yOu're a STUDENT: or a RETURNEE coming back to the
worldoree--QAFFY'S could make a "D1FFERENCe- in yOur life'

If you'd like to find out more, call
the Store Manager or stop by the store.

212-529-44n
111 Fifth Avenue (18th St.)
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THE

SKY'S

THE

LIMIT
For a career with
unlimited possibilities,
look to us. We are the Federal
Aviation Administration, and right now
we are looking for Air Traffic Control Specialists.
All you need to apply is 3 years of work experience,
a college degree in any major, or a combination of
experience and some college.
Benefits include salaries to $60,000 +, up to 26 days
vacation a year, an excellent retirement plan, locations almost everywhere, job security. Expand your
horizons. Become part of a team that contributes to
the aviation world every day.
For more information, send your name and address
on a. postcard to:

..... -.

Federal Aviation Administration
Dept.AP4
P.O. Box 26650
OklahomaCity, OK 73126
Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCOVER TODAY'S FAA
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by Dominick Gervasi
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The Statesmen entered a recent
game against Kings Point in late
Jan. with a 9-8 record-one more win
than all of last season. Staying
above the .500 level wasn't going to
·.. . e easy because Kings Point was a
.cky 13-0 on the season. They
.esponded by playing a decent first
nalf

With

16 points by Tyrone

Gr ..aves, they trailed by only ten at
halftime 43-33.
Although. Kings Point led 11
game, Baruch refused to die. Tl, ...y
cut the lead to 75-70 with ·1 :33 remaining but ran out of steam; they
• were forced to foul. Kings Point
converted 12 straight free throws
down the stretch and held Baruch
scoreless to win 8'7-70. Greaves
finished with 22 points and Ben
Murray added 16 points. Michael
Reid had a strong game scoring II
points and pulling down eight rebounds and Sandy Varellas, who
started his first game in place of
Randy Gurin, contributed eight
points before injuring his lower
back in a collision.
The last time Baruch had double
figures in wins was three years ago.
fhey accomplished the feat with
eight games remaining in this
season. They hit the magic number
against Medgar Evers on Jan. 25.
Medgar Evers wasn't supposed to
pose a problem. They had lost seven
straight conference games.
However, Evers started off fast taking an early 17-16 lead. Baruch settled down and the rout began. Reid
led the Statesmen with 15 of his
career high and game-high 19 poin 15
in. the first half. Brian O'Connor
added eight points as Baruch pulled
away to a 46-28 halftime lead.
Baruch continued to pour on the
offense in the second half triumphing 93-70. Everybody contributed and had a big part in the
win. Greaves had 17 points, seven
assists and five steals. Murray had
18 points. O'Connor had 10 points.
Vietor Milukas was instrumental
with four points. two blocks and
two steals in 17 minutes - the most
he's played all season and Kevin
June was strong in his 16 minutes
scoring eight points, grabbing six
rebounds and blocking three shots.
The Statesmen continued their up
and down season with a nonconference game at Stonybrook on

Jan. 28. Baruch was its usual cold
self in the early going, falling
behind and having to play catch up
for the rest of the game.
Stonybrook only led 46-23 at
halftime after being up by as many
as 22 earlier in the half. Baruch was
sharper in the second half...Greaves
exploded for 21 of his game high 27
points in the second half, including

The ladies have won six straight
basketball games, but Coach Penny
Weiner is steaming.
Not because of the team's play
-which has been superb- but
because the support her team and
others receive is so poor.
The apathy of students and faculty was epitomized on Feb. 2.
The ladies won an almostunthinkable blowout by the score of
84-13. In a Baruch first- and most
probably last- they even threw a
shutout in the first half. A 31~ lead
at halftime was something to see.
For that game -and most otherstheir was only a handful of rooters
in our seventh floor balcony. I'll
call them "Finger Fans"; you can
usually count then on your
fingers- and sometimes your toes!
Usually, the majority of supporters for one team, are team
members from other teams. The
volleyball team supports the basket-

ball team, the basketball teams
watch the volleyball team and each
basketball team roots for the other.
Coach Weiner has had enough,
UI would personally like to extend
an invitation to the student body of
Baruch College to attend the games
of the women's basketball team.
"It makes me very upset when I
look in the bleachers and see only a
handful of fans. We greatly appreciate the support of the
volleyball, archery, fencing and ·the
men's basketball teams; who cheer
us on. But we (The team) would like
to see more of the student body in
the seventh floor bleachers, which
holds 200 people.
"The women's team has been
practicing since Oct. 15. We practice five days a week. We even practiced over Christmas break. And
we've had games since Nov. The
girls work extremely hard to play
well and to bring respect to

..............•.•.•..•.

... ..
~

NOTES:
Hillary Williams is averaging 30.7
PPG in her last four games. Maria
Epp, in her last three starts is scoring at a 14.3 clip. And Stephanie
Varcados, in her last three outings
is scoring over 12 points a game.
In Baruch's last two garnes, it has
outscored its opponents by the
margin of 166-46.

··....•..._.4

Room 1120 _

FITNESS CENTER

2:15

Monday

~

Baruch's program.
"We simply would like to hear
fans clapping and cheering in approval of our exciting play and our
hard work.
"We need you. Please support
us. And even though the season is
winding down, keep us in mind next
year. "
Coach Weiner is not asking for a
lot. She's not asking you to eat
brussel sprouts, or anything. Check
out the upcoming Horne Games
Schedule. You'll have a good time.
We promise.

~

.....•...

17 Lexington Ave.

4:45

three three-pointers and grabbed
7:15 - 9:00
12:45
Tuesday
5:00
ten rebounds. Baruch was also
helped out by Stcnybrook 's poor
free throw shooting and by a good
4:45
Wednesday
1: .00
showing by Gurin, who had 14
points and eight rebounds, after a
7: 15 - 9: 00
Thursday
12:45 - 4:45
poor outing against Medgar Evers.
Sean Jones was solid, scoring nine
4:45
Friday
12: 15
points and pulling down ten rebounds, But in the end it was
St onybrook which was victorious
***************************************************************************
75-68, to even Baruch's record at
10-10.
6th Floor - 17 Lexington Ave.
MAIN GYMNAS rUM
Baruch's hope to stay above .500
was in the hands of Lehman College
l'!onday
12:00
3:30
on Feb. 2. Baruch lost by one
basket the last time these two teams
6: 15 - 8: 45 <Haske tball only)
Tuesday
1:15 - 2:30
met. Baruch needed to win if it was
to try to overtake CCNY for
third .place in the CUNY conWednesday
ference.
This was a game that both teams
7: 45 - 9: 15 (\Tolleyball only)
2:30
12:45
Thursday
would like to forget - especially
Baruch because it. lost 57-47 in
10 :.30 - 12 :30
Friday
one of the most dismal shooting
games of the season.
Certain Evening Times May Be Pre-Empted For Varsity Games
The Statesme n found themselves
down ll -4 early as they started out
************-**************************************************************
shooting 1-9 from the floor. They
finished the first half shooting 7-26
or 27 percent and shot 33 percent
Bas eaen t Level - 17 Lexington Ave.
SWIMMING POOL
for the whole game. Greaves first
half shooting was poor as he shot
Monday
1-5 from the floor and finished up
the game with only II points.
Tuesday
Baruch made a small run in the second half pulling to within 6 points,
but ended up losing by 10. Baruch
Wednesday
was able to stay in the game because
of horrible free throw shooting by
Thursday
Lehman, which was only 11-26
from the line,' and a very good
Friday
defensive game by Jones who had
five steals. Reid, who fouled out,
finished with seven points and seven
******.****.*******.****************~*********.***********************
••***
boards, Gurin added seven points
and nine rebounds.
VAL~D ID'S MUST BE PRESENTED UPON REQUEST
Before the season began, coach
PROPER ATTIRE MUST BE WORN AT ALL TIlE IN ALL FACILITIES
Ray Rankis was shooting for IS
ALL TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO STUDENT-AIDE AVAILABILITY
wins. Baruch can reach that mark
Contact
Rank18 (72S-7197/Rooa 1120) for changes or information.
by winning five of their last six
games - not an impossible task.
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Tough Trivia
1- Who last managed the
M"ets, before Davey
Johnson?
2- Name the on Iy two-time
.
winner of the Hiesman
Trophy?
3- Who was picked second
~-

-.SPORTS

"

in the 1984 NBA draft,
ahead of Michael Jordan?

4- Where did Billy Smith, of
the Islanders, begin his
NH L career?

started
career
team?

his big league
with what N.L

PUCK YOUI And Other Sport Thoughts
By MICKEY KRAMER

5- Two players in the NBA
recorded quadrupledou bles. Who?

6- Uwe
Blab,
of the
Mavericks,
attended
which big ten University?

8- Which NH L great scored
ten points in one game?
Hint- Not Gretzky.
t

9- Joe Thiesman began his
NFL career with which
southern team?

7- Mark Davis, of the Padres,

Answers On B19

Baseball Try Outs

United Parcel Service
Today and Feb. 1 6
Starting at 2 p.rn .
For more info
contact the
Phys Ed Dept.
Are You The
Next JV\atti ngly?

,

Dear Student:
Here's some good news abou~ college tuition costs. UPS is now offering a Tuition
Reimbursement Plan for Part Time Loaders and Unloaders on select shifts. As a
college student, you will be eligible for a maximum of $2000 reimbursement per
semester.
.

-Midniqht to SAM -4AM to gAM -S:45AM to 9:30AM
These positions are located in

Roll!

.'

....

*******************************

**********************************'

Jb STEVEN SCHEER ."
Baruch's Bowlers had an extended vacation.
The men remain in first place, 64
points ahead of second place
Hofstra University, which they beat
26-4 in their only match of the
break.
They also attended the
Metropolitan Collegiate Tournament held in New Jersey; and bowled very poorly. Baruch ended up in
the bottom half of the tournament
standings. Coach Doug York was

\

You must be employed at UPS until the courses are completed. This plan covers
both course and registration fees: it does not cover books and other educational
materials. Mini-sessions or inter-sessions are not eligible for reimbursement.

(Continued from Page 820)

time the onslaught wasn't broken
by a Yeshiva basket; it was broken
by a halftime buzzer.
That's right, ZERO points in
twenty minutes.
And Williams had a lot of help.
Varcados, for the second time in
three games, hit for double figures.
On this day she poured in twenty
points (ten in each half). Epp and
Colon combined for 22 points and
as usual. Williams scored a
. 'quiet," team-leading 28.
Two minutes into the second
half, Yeshiva scored. In fact, they
scored the next seven points; but
there would be no miracle comeback tonight.
The ladies then scored the next 36
points. The lead: 73-7.
Mercifully, the game ended. but
not before the team added to the
lead. The final score: 84-1J.
There were many highlights.
Every Stateswomen had at least one
steal. The team swiped 30 in all.
Williams and Epp each grabbed
double figures in rebounds. And the
bench once again contributed
mightily to the tearn's sixth win in a
row.
Weiner, who won't make predictions, says, "We'll go as far as we
can.' ·
The turnaround is remarkable.
They pass to the open mall. They
play tenacious "D". The shots are
falling. And their free-throw
shooting has improved.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Greg Butler: Yuck

High Rolling Bovvling Teanls

Find Out

-I

the underdog, how about Pete
Myers? He plays almost as infrequently; and has some talent.
The way NUL referees call
penalties in the third period, their
nickname should be changed from
Zebras to the Cowardly Lions.
The fight I just might pay to see:
Ray Charles Leonard vs. Thomas
Hearns. They are past their primes;
especially Hearns. But, I just think
it will be an exciting blast from the
past. The fact that they dislike each
other shouldn't hurt a bit.
Prediction: Sugar by a middle
'round TKO.
The fight that would have as
much drama as a "Macho Man"
Savage - Big Boss Man rematch
George Foreman against Mike
Tyson.
Actually, it might have less!

BUI White was named National
League President. He was an excellent player; illustrated by his
seven Gold Gloves and six All-Star
appearances. He was also a fine
broadcaster; which you all know if
you watched any Yankee telecast
over the past 18 years, or heard him
over CBS radio.
But, is he qualified to be a
League President?
Yes, he is. He'll fill the role Quite
well.
But a point I'd like to bring up is
this: If a qualified white person was
hired instead of White, would there
have been an uproar similar to the
one that occurred last year when
Jesse Jackson and Harry Edwards
(a sports sociologist, who works for
the promotion of hiring minorities
in baseball front office positions)
threatened to boycott Major
League Baseball if more minorities
weren't hired?
Probably, yes.
Let me reiterate: Bill White is a
great man for the job. It's just a
shame that if some other
QUALIFIED person was hired
there would be threats of boycott
and maybe even cries of racism.
Hire the best man for the job; no
color or questions asked.
Special thanks to Kevin M.
Dames; his thoughtful insight and
sports know/edge made this column
possible.

-***************************

The first step is to apply for work on one of the following designated shift,

MANHATTAN

Tonelli and Laidlaw acted as if
There was one more exBroadway Blueshirt left to speak to. they'd known us for years.
Wayne Gretzky, formerly of the
In his heyday, Ron Duguay was a
Duguay should draw a penalty
for a rotten attitude.
Edmonton Oilers, presently of the flamboyant forward. These days,
Los Angeles Kings is known as the he's a checker who has lost his scorAnd Wayne Gretzky is the KING
of
Kings.
Great Gretzky and the Great Am- ing touch. He was cold and snobbassador among other "Great" bish. I gave him my, "I came all the
Keith Lee of the Nets went from
things.
way from N. Y." speech and asked All-American at Memphis State to
On Jan. 24, he earned all his titles him now he liked L.A.
All (WAys)- Injured in the NBA.
and then some.
,
Without picking up his bead, all
Recommended reading:
A colleague and I went to the Cap he could muster was a mumbled,
A season on the Brink, by John
Center to see the Kings play the "We're winning t it's great." I asked Feinstein is a book about Bebby
Washington Capitals. He was him another question and he flat- Knight and his Indiana Hoosiers.
routinely spectacular. He controls out ignored me. He turned around Besides being a great coach,..K night
the flow of the game and makes and acted as if I wasn't even there. is one of the few big time College
everyone around him better. He
I was not going to let an over-the coaches who actually cares about
collected two assists. ...J.Ie couldn't hill prima donna ruin my day. Grethis players as students and men; not
prevent the Caps from scoring two zky came out of the shower and acjust as athletic pieces of meat. You
goals in the final minute to tie the tually apologized for taking so get inside hi~; practice sessions,
game at four.
long. After a tough game where his
follow the team around on game
We went into the lockerrom after team blew a victory, he was still a
day and see Knight's reaction to his
the game. Fir.st we met John class act. He answered the media's players cutting even a single class.
Tonelli, the ex-Islander spark plug. questions for about 15 minutes and For .any sports fan, it's a must to
He was very receptive, friendlv and even found time to give a little read.
even did a radio promo for noogie into the Oilers.
Out of Control, by Thomas
Baruch's radio station. You know,
He was asked how he thought his
"Hollywood"
Henderson and
"This is John Tonelli of the L.A.
team was doing and he quipped, Peter Knobler is a harrowing acKings And You're Listening "When you're four points ahead of count of drugs in sports. They ruin
To... ". He even ended it with, "A the Stanley CuP champs, I guess
lives; even the life of a
great station to listen to."
you're doing pretty good."
. "Superstar." Drugs took control of
Like he knew.
When he was finished with his
Henderson's life to such an extent
I also befriended Tom Laidlaw, post-game interviews, we asked him
that he brought liquid cocaine onto
the former Ranger. He gave me a for a promo. Of course the Great
the field during Super Bowl XIII,
warm reception and seemed genuin- Ambassador obliged. He even tried AND USED IT! It's a gripping
ly pleased that I came all the way to sound enthused. We then pushed story. I couldn't put it down.
from New York. We spoke about our luck and asked for a stick. He Luckily, Thomas Henderson is now
the Rangers; he still follows his ex- said they were packed away, but he
IN CONTROL.
mates. He shook my hand and left. added, "Next Time."
The Greg Butler phenorrenon is
I believe him.
So far, so great.
ridiculous. If you want to root for

.If you qualify and are hired for one of the above shifts, in addition to tuition
reimbursement UPS offers D.art time employees $8-9 per hour. Medical. prescription,
vrsion and dental coverage IS also available as well as paid holidays and vacations.
And through promotion-from-within, UPS wilt help you
advance your career before and after graduation
To take advantage of this opportunity. ..

APPLY IN PERSON at

325 West Houston Street, NYC
during the hours of 6PM-8PM
Every TueSday, Wednesday and
Thursday in February

not pleased about his team's showing
the tournament. .
_.
The team's match record is 11-1
with 272 wins and 87 Y2 losses, good
for a .757 winning percentage.
Frank Gomez has the third
highest average in the league with a
185. The other four starters are also
in the top ten in the league. Hanney
Gee is sixth with a 177 average,
James Napolitano and Tong are
separated by slight decimal places.
Baruch also has three of the top
four match point leaders in the
league. Joon is second with an .840

in

UPCOMING Home Games
Women's Basketbali

percentage; Gomez is third with
-?67 and Tong is fourth with a .688.

nave 144Y2 wins compared with onFeb. 16, V5. lohn !C1y _ _6 P,\I\
ly 47Y~ losses.

On, the season, coach York comments, "The team is improving
well. My goal is for the bowling
team to have the best record and be
the best of any Baruch team this
season ... If we hold our current
position, we should be invited to the
sectional finals."

Baruch has the second, third and
fourth highest averages in the
league in Sakena Parker, Laura
Men's Fencing
Reisman and Linda Mok. They are
rolling a 157, 151 and a 147 respect- 1- e h . 1 S, v s" V J S ~ t.:' r _
- - 7 P;v1
fully. Parker and Reisman also have
the highest games bowled in the
league with a 247 and 226 respectively. No one else in the league has
vvornens Fencing
bowled a 200 game.
Feh. 1), v-, V,l""l'r
7 P/V1
Baruch sports the top three
match point leaders. Reisman is the
league leader with an impressive
.857. Mok is second with a .788,
and Parker is third with a .785 winMen's Volleyball
ning percentage.
Feb. 14, v Forcih.un 7:30 PI\1
The women's bowling team has Feb ~-;, v USt'vt\1A
7 PM
its work cut out for it as it
gets set to finish the season without
Mok, who graduated and is no tv'1en's and Women's Bowling
longer on the team.

The women were also on break
and remain in first place, 20Y2
points over Hofstra University. The
women have a 6-2 match record and

~

•

Every Sunday at Bowlmor.

Coach York is concerned about
Mok's absence. "Since Linda's
graduation there is a big hole to fill.
I hope Judy Lin and others can
make up for her.] also hope that we
can hold on to first place, but I
know it will be a struggle. "

or call for additional interview dates and information:

With two first place teams, coach
York might get his wish.

1-800-TEAM-UPS
We look forward to seeing you,

United Parcel Service
Equal Opoortunrtv Employer M/F
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Located at 110 University Place
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QUICK START FOR VOLLEYBALLERS
By MICKEY KRAMER
"We haven't reached our potentI·al" •
Freshman setter, H uy Tran has
high expectations as he made this
statement while his volleyball team
stands tall in the CUNY standings
with a 5-1 record (any losing to
Queens College, a division two
school).
After defeating USMMA in three
straight games and struggling to
beat Lehman in five games (Tran
called the victory, "Ernbarrasing...
It was the worst... We barely
won"), Baruch's volleyball team
made its home debut against York;
and that too, turned out to be a
minor struggle.
The men spiked their way to an
early 10-3 Iead in game one, but
played terribly the rest of the way to
lose 13-15.
Anger and talent took over the
restof the way. The Sheepshead
Bay High School connection took
over in game two. Tran and power
hitter, Billy Sappia (both Bay
graduates) played excellently in the
second game. After falling behind
1-4, Tran set Sappia for five consecutivesrnashes. David "The
Wall' , Rosado added some fine
serves and blocks to seal game two,

"

Q

15-5.
The team's early success was not
expected by , 'The Wall, " "I'm surprised. We have a lot of young guys
and Stanley's (Barbot, the coach)
new. The freshmen ... Billy (Sappia)
is a great power hitter and allaround player."
Game three also started poorly
for Baruch. Rosado took over with

the score 6-8 York. He served six
straight points and the game was
soon Baruch '5, by a J 5-8 final.
The last game belonged to Sappia
and Rosado. Sappia, who leads the
tearn in kills, contributed six kills in
-the last game togo_along with
Rosadoss seven tremendous
blocks. Baruch led throughout this
game and won the game and the

IES ON A ROLL!
By MICKEY KRAMER
Home is such a nice word.
Especially for the women's basketball team.
In their six game hot streak, they
have reeled off five in succession in
their home gymnasium. The latest
teams to fall to the vastly improved
Stateswornen are Mt. St. Vincent,
SUNY Mari time, Marymount and
Yeshiva.
On Jan. 23, Baruch whipped Vincent 68-51. They sprinted out to a
14-6 lead with 13 minutes to play i n
the opening half..Hillary Williams
scored eight quick points. Baruch
went cold and lost their lead 22-24,
with three and a half minutes left in
the half. A late surge though. gave
the Stateswornen a 31-27 lead.
The ladies pulled a way early in
the second half wit h ALLEVERYTHING, Williams scoring
seven points in a little over a
minute. They stretched the lead to
46-33 four minutes into the second
half.
Williams, on her way to another
All-Star season, scored 41 points.
Maria Epp added 18.
On the winning streak and the
huge improvement during the last
two weeks, Coach Penny Weiner
says, "We're playing well. .. We're
jelling." Assistant, John Krochak
adds, "We're getting into a
rhythm."
Two days later, the ladies encountered a problem; Epp, their

15-6). Even though it was a division
two tean.. , the players were not
pleased by the beating. Tran had
this to say. "We're good, but we
should be better. It's a matter of
getting together. We need more intensity to beat the better teams."
Second year player, Chris
Demers had this to say concerning
the loss, "I was disgusted. We're
better than that, and we shouldn't
let it happen again."
Demers is an interesting
character. He's a leader of the
bench cheers when he's not playing.
And he also has an important role
on the team. Just like last season,
S
:c he comes into the game to play
defense (usually replacing "The
-e Wall"). Is he pleased with his role?
1ft
"I'm satisfied now. But I want to
8 contribute
more. It will take practice, but I think I can help More. "
Demers, who I'll dub (for now)
"The Platoon Leader," also has
match by a 15-10 score.
some interesting closing comments,
The Statesmen extended their
"Even though we have five wins.
winning streak to five games with
we still have to get together more...
victories on the 26 and 28 of Jan.
We have great personel, but... "
over Fordham and Vasser respecThe men play most of the retively.
mainder of their games at home and
The. winning streak was snapped with-a 5-lf"ecord aseecessfulyear is
on Feb. 1 against Queens College. all but guaranteed.
They were swept
in
straight
What will happen when this team
games by the scores of (15-8, 16-14,
finally GETS together?

starting forward was unable to play
due to an injured arch. Lovanda
Davis and Sakena Parker filled in
capably. In a defensive duel,
Baruch defeated Maritime 45-35.
Baruch pulled out to a 31-20
halftime edge. They got some surprising scoring punch from point
guard, Stephanie Varcados, who
finished with a season-l.igh 11
points (10 in the first half) ..Also,
Williams, who Varcados simply
calls, "Great!," contributed a
typical 24 point effort; and she was
in foul trouble!
In years past, when Baruch was
involved in an old fashioned
a-kicking, they were sure to be on
the losing end; no questions asked.
On Jan. 31, the Stateswomen
dey stated Marymount 82-33. The
game began, as most Baruch games
do, with a Williams driving layup.
Two- nothing. Three minutes into
the game, the score was 12-0. and
Williams had 10.
The shutout continued; 16...
18... 20... And finally 22 to
nothing. Williams "The Wonder"
had 18 points.
At II :59, the shutout was
broken. The crowd, which consisted mainly the men's basketball
team, let out a collective groan.
The reserves got some quality
minutes the rest of the way. Parker,
Davis, Nesma EI Touchi. Cleo
Guiste and Kit Yuk Ho all contributed off the bench.

With 8: 10 left in the half,
Williams scored her twenty-second,
and final points of ..!.,he half. They
led 32-8.
A tenacious defense led to many
turnovers throughout the game,
especially in the first half, which
ended with a 45-12 Baruch lead.
The laughter continued. Four
and a half minutes into the final

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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half, the ladies increased their lead
to an unheard of 41 points, 55-14.
The lead stayed in the fourties the
rest of the way, until games end
when they had their biggest lead 01
49 t-oints.

success? Varcados says, "We're
playing together as a team ... We all
know what we have to do. n
Is this team for real?

The team epitomized balanced
scoring, as everyone on the team
scored at least one poin t. Williams
(Ho Hum) scored 30, Epp added 13
and Wilda Colon scored 12 for the
ladies' balanced attack.
What's the key to their recent

Inside:

Two nights later they won a
blowout of even greater proportions than their previous outing.
Just like the previous game, the
lead grew. Eight-Oi.. 18-0•.. ~ •••
29-0.... And finally, 31-0. Only this
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